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If . . . history . . . teaches us anything, it is that man in his quest for knowledge
and progress is determined and cannot be deterred.
John F. Kennedy
Address at Rice University
(1962)

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.
George Santayana
The Life of Reason (1905), Vol. 2, Chapter 3
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L.1

Introduction
This appendix provides historical background on some of the key ideas presented
in the chapters. We may trace the development of an idea through a series of
machines or describe significant projects. If you are interested in examining the
initial development of an idea or machine or are interested in further reading, references are provided at the end of each section.
Section L.2 starts us off with the invention of the digital computer and corresponds to Chapter 1. Section L.3, on memory hierarchy, corresponds to Chapter 2
and Appendix B. Section L.4, on instruction set architecture, covers Appendices
A, J, and K. Section L.5, on pipelining and instruction-level parallelism, corresponds to Chapter 3 and Appendices C and H. Section L.6, on data-level parallelism in vector, SIMD, and GPU architectures, corresponds to Chapter 4. Section
L.7, on multiprocessors and parallel programming, covers Chapter 5 and Appendices F, G, and I. Section L.8, on the development of clusters, covers Chapter 6.
Finally, Section L.9, on I/O, corresponds to Appendix D.

L.2

The Early Development of Computers (Chapter 1)
In this historical section, we discuss the early development of digital computers
and the development of performance measurement methodologies.

The First General-Purpose Electronic Computers
J. Presper Eckert and John Mauchly at the Moore School of the University of
Pennsylvania built the world’s first fully operational electronic general-purpose
computer. This machine, called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Calculator), was funded by the U.S. Army and became operational during World
War II, but it was not publicly disclosed until 1946. ENIAC was used for computing artillery firing tables. The machine was enormous—100 feet long, 81/2 feet
high, and several feet wide. Each of the 20 ten-digit registers was 2 feet long. In
total, there were 18,000 vacuum tubes.
Although the size was three orders of magnitude bigger than the size of the average machines built today, it was more than five orders of magnitude slower, with an
add taking 200 microseconds. The ENIAC provided conditional jumps and was programmable, which clearly distinguished it from earlier calculators. Programming
was done manually by plugging up cables and setting switches and required from a
half hour to a whole day. Data were provided on punched cards. The ENIAC was
limited primarily by a small amount of storage and tedious programming.
In 1944, John von Neumann was attracted to the ENIAC project. The group
wanted to improve the way programs were entered and discussed storing programs as numbers; von Neumann helped crystallize the ideas and wrote a memo
proposing a stored-program computer called EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer). Herman Goldstine distributed the memo and put von
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Neumann’s name on it, much to the dismay of Eckert and Mauchly, whose names
were omitted. This memo has served as the basis for the commonly used term
von Neumann computer. Several early inventors in the computer field believe that
this term gives too much credit to von Neumann, who conceptualized and wrote
up the ideas, and too little to the engineers, Eckert and Mauchly, who worked on
the machines. Like most historians, your authors (winners of the 2000 IEEE von
Neumann Medal) believe that all three individuals played a key role in developing the stored-program computer. Von Neumann’s role in writing up the ideas, in
generalizing them, and in thinking about the programming aspects was critical in
transferring the ideas to a wider audience.
In 1946, Maurice Wilkes of Cambridge University visited the Moore School
to attend the latter part of a series of lectures on developments in electronic computers. When he returned to Cambridge, Wilkes decided to embark on a project
to build a stored-program computer named EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage
Automatic Calculator). (The EDSAC used mercury delay lines for its memory;
hence, the phrase “delay storage” in its name.) The EDSAC became operational
in 1949 and was the world’s first full-scale, operational, stored-program computer [Wilkes, Wheeler, and Gill 1951; Wilkes 1985, 1995]. (A small prototype
called the Mark I, which was built at the University of Manchester and ran in
1948, might be called the first operational stored-program machine.) The EDSAC
was an accumulator-based architecture. This style of instruction set architecture
remained popular until the early 1970s. (Appendix A starts with a brief summary
of the EDSAC instruction set.)
In 1947, Mauchly took the time to help found the Association of Computing
Machinery. He served as the ACM’s first vice-president and second president.
That same year, Eckert and Mauchly applied for a patent on electronic computers. The dean of the Moore School, by demanding that the patent be turned over
to the university, may have helped Eckert and Mauchly conclude that they should
leave. Their departure crippled the EDVAC project, which did not become operational until 1952.
Goldstine left to join von Neumann at the Institute for Advanced Study at
Princeton in 1946. Together with Arthur Burks, they issued a report based on the
1944 memo [Burks, Goldstine, and von Neumann 1946]. The paper led to the
IAS machine built by Julian Bigelow at Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study.
It had a total of 1024 40-bit words and was roughly 10 times faster than ENIAC.
The group thought about uses for the machine, published a set of reports, and
encouraged visitors. These reports and visitors inspired the development of a
number of new computers, including the first IBM computer, the 701, which was
based on the IAS machine. The paper by Burks, Goldstine, and von Neumann
was incredible for the period. Reading it today, you would never guess this landmark paper was written more than 50 years ago, as most of the architectural concepts seen in modern computers are discussed there (e.g., see the quote at the
beginning of Chapter 2).
In the same time period as ENIAC, Howard Aiken was designing an electromechanical computer called the Mark-I at Harvard. The Mark-I was built by a
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team of engineers from IBM. He followed the Mark-I with a relay machine, the
Mark-II, and a pair of vacuum tube machines, the Mark-III and Mark-IV. The
Mark-III and Mark-IV were built after the first stored-program machines.
Because they had separate memories for instructions and data, the machines were
regarded as reactionary by the advocates of stored-program computers. The term
Harvard architecture was coined to describe this type of machine. Though
clearly different from the original sense, this term is used today to apply to
machines with a single main memory but with separate instruction and data
caches.
The Whirlwind project [Redmond and Smith 1980] began at MIT in 1947 and
was aimed at applications in real-time radar signal processing. Although it led to
several inventions, its overwhelming innovation was the creation of magnetic
core memory, the first reliable and inexpensive memory technology. Whirlwind
had 2048 16-bit words of magnetic core. Magnetic cores served as the main
memory technology for nearly 30 years.

Important Special-Purpose Machines
During World War II, major computing efforts in both Great Britain and the
United States focused on special-purpose code-breaking computers. The work in
Great Britain was aimed at decrypting messages encoded with the German
Enigma coding machine. This work, which occurred at a location called Bletchley Park, led to two important machines. The first, an electromechanical machine,
conceived of by Alan Turing, was called BOMB [see Good in Metropolis,
Howlett, and Rota 1980]. The second, much larger and electronic machine, conceived and designed by Newman and Flowers, was called COLOSSUS [see Randall in Metropolis, Howlett, and Rota 1980]. These were highly specialized
cryptanalysis machines, which played a vital role in the war by providing the
ability to read coded messages, especially those sent to U-boats. The work at
Bletchley Park was highly classified (indeed, some of it is still classified), so its
direct impact on the development of ENIAC, EDSAC, and other computers is difficult to trace, but it certainly had an indirect effect in advancing the technology
and gaining understanding of the issues.
Similar work on special-purpose computers for cryptanalysis went on in the
United States. The most direct descendent of this effort was the company Engineering Research Associates (ERA) [see Thomash in Metropolis, Howlett, and
Rota 1980], which was founded after the war to attempt to commercialize on the
key ideas. ERA built several machines that were sold to secret government agencies, and it was eventually purchased by Sperry-Rand, which had earlier purchased the Eckert Mauchly Computer Corporation.
Another early set of machines that deserves credit was a group of specialpurpose machines built by Konrad Zuse in Germany in the late 1930s and early
1940s [see Bauer and Zuse in Metropolis, Howlett, and Rota 1980]. In addition
to producing an operating machine, Zuse was the first to implement floating
point, which von Neumann claimed was unnecessary! His early machines used a
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mechanical store that was smaller than other electromechanical solutions of the
time. His last machine was electromechanical but, because of the war, was never
completed.
An important early contributor to the development of electronic computers
was John Atanasoff, who built a small-scale electronic computer in the early
1940s [Atanasoff 1940]. His machine, designed at Iowa State University, was a
special-purpose computer (called the ABC, for Atanasoff Berry Computer) that
was never completely operational. Mauchly briefly visited Atanasoff before he
built ENIAC, and several of Atanasoff’s ideas (e.g., using binary representation)
likely influenced Mauchly. The presence of the Atanasoff machine, delays in filing the ENIAC patents (the work was classified, and patents could not be filed
until after the war), and the distribution of von Neumann’s EDVAC paper were
used to break the Eckert–Mauchly patent [Larson 1973]. Though controversy still
rages over Atanasoff’s role, Eckert and Mauchly are usually given credit for
building the first working, general-purpose, electronic computer [Stern 1980].
Atanasoff, however, demonstrated several important innovations included in later
computers. Atanasoff deserves much credit for his work, and he might fairly be
given credit for the world’s first special-purpose electronic computer and for possibly influencing Eckert and Mauchly.

Commercial Developments
In December 1947, Eckert and Mauchly formed Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation. Their first machine, the BINAC, was built for Northrop and was shown
in August 1949. After some financial difficulties, the Eckert-Mauchly Computer
Corporation was acquired by Remington-Rand, later called Sperry-Rand. SperryRand merged the Eckert-Mauchly acquisition, ERA, and its tabulating business
to form a dedicated computer division, called UNIVAC. UNIVAC delivered its
first computer, the UNIVAC I, in June 1951. The UNIVAC I sold for $250,000
and was the first successful commercial computer—48 systems were built!
Today, this early machine, along with many other fascinating pieces of computer
lore, can be seen at the Computer History Museum in Mountain View, California.
Other places where early computing systems can be visited include the Deutsches
Museum in Munich and the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., as well
as numerous online virtual museums.
IBM, which earlier had been in the punched card and office automation business, didn’t start building computers until 1950. The first IBM computer, the
IBM 701 based on von Neumann’s IAS machine, shipped in 1952 and eventually
sold 19 units [see Hurd in Metropolis, Howlett, and Rota 1980]. In the early
1950s, many people were pessimistic about the future of computers, believing
that the market and opportunities for these “highly specialized” machines were
quite limited. Nonetheless, IBM quickly became the most successful computer
company. Their focus on reliability and customer- and market-driven strategies
were key. Although the 701 and 702 were modest successes, IBM’s follow-up
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machines, the 650, 704, and 705 (delivered in 1954 and 1955) were significant
successes, each selling from 132 to 1800 computers.
Several books describing the early days of computing have been written by
the pioneers [Goldstine 1972; Wilkes 1985, 1995], as well as Metropolis,
Howlett, and Rota [1980], which is a collection of recollections by early pioneers. There are numerous independent histories, often built around the people
involved [Slater 1987], as well as a journal, Annals of the History of Computing,
devoted to the history of computing.

Development of Quantitative Performance Measures:
Successes and Failures
In the earliest days of computing, designers set performance goals—ENIAC was
to be 1000 times faster than the Harvard Mark-I, and the IBM Stretch (7030) was
to be 100 times faster than the fastest machine in existence. What wasn’t clear,
though, was how this performance was to be measured. In looking back over the
years, it is a consistent theme that each generation of computers obsoletes the
performance evaluation techniques of the prior generation.
The original measure of performance was time to perform an individual operation, such as addition. Since most instructions took the same execution time, the
timing of one gave insight into the others. As the execution times of instructions
in a machine became more diverse, however, the time for one operation was no
longer useful for comparisons. To take these differences into account, an instruction mix was calculated by measuring the relative frequency of instructions in a
computer across many programs. The Gibson mix [Gibson 1970] was an early
popular instruction mix. Multiplying the time for each instruction times its
weight in the mix gave the user the average instruction execution time. (If measured in clock cycles, average instruction execution time is the same as average
cycles per instruction.) Since instruction sets were similar, this was a more accurate comparison than add times. From average instruction execution time, then, it
was only a small step to MIPS (as we have seen, the one is the inverse of the
other). MIPS had the virtue of being easy for the layperson to understand.
As CPUs became more sophisticated and relied on memory hierarchies and
pipelining, there was no longer a single execution time per instruction; MIPS
could not be calculated from the mix and the manual. The next step was benchmarking using kernels and synthetic programs. Curnow and Wichmann [1976]
created the Whetstone synthetic program by measuring scientific programs written in Algol 60. This program was converted to FORTRAN and was widely used
to characterize scientific program performance. An effort with similar goals to
Whetstone, the Livermore FORTRAN Kernels, was made by McMahon [1986]
and researchers at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in an attempt to establish a
benchmark for supercomputers. These kernels, however, consisted of loops from
real programs.
As it became clear that using MIPS to compare architectures with different
instruction sets would not work, a notion of relative MIPS was created. When the
VAX-11/780 was ready for announcement in 1977, DEC ran small benchmarks
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that were also run on an IBM 370/158. IBM marketing referred to the 370/158 as
a 1 MIPS computer, and, because the programs ran at the same speed, DEC marketing called the VAX-11/780 a 1 MIPS computer. Relative MIPS for a machine
M was defined based on some reference machine as:
Performance M
MIPS M = ------------------------------------------------ × MIPS reference
Performancereference

The popularity of the VAX-11/780 made it a popular reference machine for
relative MIPS, especially since relative MIPS for a 1 MIPS computer is easy to
calculate: If a machine was five times faster than the VAX-11/780, for that benchmark its rating would be 5 relative MIPS. The 1 MIPS rating was unquestioned
for 4 years, until Joel Emer of DEC measured the VAX-11/780 under a timesharing load. He found that the VAX-11/780 native MIPS rating was 0.5. Subsequent VAXes that ran 3 native MIPS for some benchmarks were therefore called
6 MIPS machines because they ran six times faster than the VAX-11/780. By the
early 1980s, the term MIPS was almost universally used to mean relative MIPS.
The 1970s and 1980s marked the growth of the supercomputer industry,
which was defined by high performance on floating-point-intensive programs.
Average instruction time and MIPS were clearly inappropriate metrics for this
industry, hence the invention of MFLOPS (millions of floating-point operations
per second), which effectively measured the inverse of execution time for a
benchmark. Unfortunately, customers quickly forget the program used for the rating, and marketing groups decided to start quoting peak MFLOPS in the supercomputer performance wars.
SPEC (System Performance and Evaluation Cooperative) was founded in the
late 1980s to try to improve the state of benchmarking and make a more valid
basis for comparison. The group initially focused on workstations and servers in
the UNIX marketplace, and these remain the primary focus of these benchmarks
today. The first release of SPEC benchmarks, now called SPEC89, was a substantial improvement in the use of more realistic benchmarks. SPEC2006 still dominates processor benchmarks almost two decades later.
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L.3

The Development of Memory Hierarchy and Protection
(Chapter 2 and Appendix B)
Although the pioneers of computing knew of the need for a memory hierarchy
and coined the term, the automatic management of two levels was first proposed
by Kilburn et al. [1962]. It was demonstrated with the Atlas computer at the University of Manchester. This computer appeared the year before the IBM 360 was
announced. Although IBM planned for its introduction with the next generation
(System/370), the operating system TSS was not up to the challenge in 1970. Virtual memory was announced for the 370 family in 1972, and it was for this computer that the term translation lookaside buffer was coined [Case and Padegs
1978]. The only computers today without virtual memory are a few supercomputers, embedded processors, and older personal computers.
Both the Atlas and the IBM 360 provided protection on pages, and the GE
645 was the first system to provide paged segmentation. The earlier Burroughs
computers provided virtual memory using segmentation, similar to the segmented address scheme of the Intel 8086. The 80286, the first 80x86 to have the
protection mechanisms described in Appendix C, was inspired by the Multics
protection software that ran on the GE 645. Over time, computers evolved more
elaborate mechanisms. The most elaborate mechanism was capabilities, which
attracted the greatest interest in the late 1970s and early 1980s [Fabry 1974;
Wulf, Levin, and Harbison 1981]. Wilkes [1982], one of the early workers on
capabilities, had this to say:
Anyone who has been concerned with an implementation of the type just
described [capability system], or has tried to explain one to others, is likely to feel
that complexity has got out of hand. It is particularly disappointing that the attractive idea of capabilities being tickets that can be freely handed around has become
lost ….
Compared with a conventional computer system, there will inevitably be a cost to
be met in providing a system in which the domains of protection are small and frequently changed. This cost will manifest itself in terms of additional hardware,
decreased runtime speed, and increased memory occupancy. It is at present an
open question whether, by adoption of the capability approach, the cost can be
reduced to reasonable proportions. [p. 112]
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Today there is little interest in capabilities either from the operating systems or
the computer architecture communities, despite growing interest in protection
and security.
Bell and Strecker [1976] reflected on the PDP-11 and identified a small
address space as the only architectural mistake that is difficult to recover from. At
the time of the creation of PDP-11, core memories were increasing at a very slow
rate. In addition, competition from 100 other minicomputer companies meant
that DEC might not have a cost-competitive product if every address had to go
through the 16-bit data path twice, hence the architect’s decision to add only 4
more address bits than found in the predecessor of the PDP-11.
The architects of the IBM 360 were aware of the importance of address size
and planned for the architecture to extend to 32 bits of address. Only 24 bits were
used in the IBM 360, however, because the low-end 360 models would have been
even slower with the larger addresses in 1964. Unfortunately, the architects didn’t
reveal their plans to the software people, and programmers who stored extra
information in the upper 8 “unused” address bits foiled the expansion effort.
(Apple made a similar mistake 20 years later with the 24-bit address in the
Motorola 68000, which required a procedure to later determine “32-bit clean”
programs for the Macintosh when later 68000s used the full 32-bit virtual
address.) Virtually every computer since then will check to make sure the unused
bits stay unused and trap if the bits have the wrong value.
As mentioned in the text, system virtual machines were pioneered at IBM as
part of its investigation into virtual memory. IBM’s first computer with virtual
memory was the IBM 360/67, introduced in 1967. IBM researchers wrote the
program CP-67 that created the illusion of several independent 360 computers.
They then wrote an interactive, single-user operating system called CMS that ran
on these virtual machines. CP-67 led to the product VM/370, and today IBM
sells z/VM for its mainframe computers [Meyer and Seawright 1970; Van Vleck
2005].
A few years after the Atlas paper, Wilkes published the first paper describing
the concept of a cache [1965]:
The use is discussed of a fast core memory of, say, 32,000 words as slave to a
slower core memory of, say, one million words in such a way that in practical
cases the effective access time is nearer that of the fast memory than that of the
slow memory. [p. 270]

This two-page paper describes a direct-mapped cache. Although this is the first
publication on caches, the first implementation was probably a direct-mapped
instruction cache built at the University of Cambridge. It was based on tunnel
diode memory, the fastest form of memory available at the time. Wilkes stated
that G. Scarott suggested the idea of a cache memory.
Subsequent to that publication, IBM started a project that led to the first commercial computer with a cache, the IBM 360/85 [Liptay 1968]. Gibson [1967]
described how to measure program behavior as memory traffic as well as miss
rate and showed how the miss rate varies between programs. Using a sample of
20 programs (each with 3 million references!), Gibson also relied on average
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memory access time to compare systems with and without caches. This precedent
is more than 40 years old, and yet many used miss rates until the early 1990s.
Conti, Gibson, and Pitkowsky [1968] described the resulting performance of
the 360/85. The 360/91 outperforms the 360/85 on only 3 of the 11 programs in
the paper, even though the 360/85 has a slower clock cycle time (80 ns versus 60
ns), less memory interleaving (4 versus 16), and a slower main memory (1.04
microsecond versus 0.75 microsecond). This paper was also the first to use the
term cache.
Others soon expanded the cache literature. Strecker [1976] published the
first comparative cache design paper examining caches for the PDP-11. Smith
[1982] later published a thorough survey paper that used the terms spatial
locality and temporal locality; this paper has served as a reference for many
computer designers.
Although most studies relied on simulations, Clark [1983] used a hardware
monitor to record cache misses of the VAX-11/780 over several days. Clark
and Emer [1985] later compared simulations and hardware measurements for
translations.
Hill [1987] proposed the three C’s used in Section 5.3 and Appendix B to
explain cache misses. Jouppi [1998] retrospectively said that Hill’s three C’s
model led directly to his invention of the victim cache to take advantage of faster
direct-mapped caches and yet avoid most of the cost of conflict misses. Sugumar
and Abraham [1993] argued that the baseline cache for the three C’s model
should use optimal replacement; this would eliminate the anomalies of least
recently used (LRU)-based miss classification and allow conflict misses to be
broken down into those caused by mapping and those caused by a nonoptimal
replacement algorithm.
One of the first papers on nonblocking caches was by Kroft [1981]. Kroft
[1998] later explained that he was the first to design a computer with a cache at
Control Data Corporation, and when using old concepts for new mechanisms he
hit upon the idea of allowing his two-ported cache to continue to service other
accesses on a miss.
Baer and Wang [1988] did one of the first examinations of the multilevel
inclusion property. Wang, Baer, and Levy [1989] then produced an early paper on
performance evaluation of multilevel caches. Later, Jouppi and Wilton [1994]
proposed multilevel exclusion for multilevel caches on chip.
In addition to victim caches, Jouppi [1990] also examined prefetching via
streaming buffers. His work was extended by Farkas, Jouppi, and Chow [1995] to
streaming buffers that work well with nonblocking loads and speculative execution for in-order processors, and later Farkas et al. [1997] showed that, while outof-order processors can tolerate unpredictable latency better, they still benefit.
They also refined memory bandwidth demands of stream buffers.
Proceedings of the Symposium on Architectural Support for Compilers and
Operating Systems (ASPLOS) and the International Computer Architecture
Symposium (ISCA) from the 1990s are filled with papers on caches. (In fact,
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some wags claimed ISCA really stood for the International Cache Architecture
Symposium.)
Chapter 2 relies on the measurements of SPEC2000 benchmarks collected by
Cantin and Hill [2001]. There are several other papers used in Chapter 2 that are
cited in the captions of the figures that use the data: Agarwal and Pudar [1993];
Barroso, Gharachorloo, and Bugnion [1998]; Farkas and Jouppi [1994]; Jouppi
[1990]; Lam, Rothberg, and Wolf [1991]; Lebeck and Wood [1994]; McCalpin
[2005]; Mowry, Lam, and Gupta [1992]; and Torrellas, Gupta, and Hennessy
[1992].
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L.4

The Evolution of Instruction Sets
(Appendices A, J, and K)
One’s eyebrows should rise whenever a future architecture is developed with a
stack- or register-oriented instruction set.
Meyers [1978, p. 20]

The earliest computers, including the UNIVAC I, the EDSAC, and the IAS computers, were accumulator-based computers. The simplicity of this type of computer made it the natural choice when hardware resources were very constrained.
The first general-purpose register computer was the Pegasus, built by Ferranti,
Ltd., in 1956. The Pegasus had eight general-purpose registers, with R0 always
being zero. Block transfers loaded the eight registers from the drum memory.

Stack Architectures
In 1963, Burroughs delivered the B5000. The B5000 was perhaps the first computer to seriously consider software and hardware-software trade-offs. Barton
and the designers at Burroughs made the B5000 a stack architecture (as described
in Barton [1961]). Designed to support high-level languages such as ALGOL,
this stack architecture used an operating system (MCP) written in a high-level
language. The B5000 was also the first computer from a U.S. manufacturer to
support virtual memory. The B6500, introduced in 1968 (and discussed in Hauck
and Dent [1968]), added hardware-managed activation records. In both the
B5000 and B6500, the top two elements of the stack were kept in the processor
and the rest of the stack was kept in memory. The stack architecture yielded good
code density, but only provided two high-speed storage locations. The authors of
both the original IBM 360 paper [Amdahl, Blaauw, and Brooks 1964] and the
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original PDP-11 paper [Bell et al. 1970] argued against the stack organization.
They cited three major points in their arguments against stacks:
■

Performance is derived from fast registers, not the way they are used.

■

The stack organization is too limiting and requires many swap and copy
operations.

■

The stack has a bottom, and when placed in slower memory there is a performance loss.

Stack-based hardware fell out of favor in the late 1970s and, except for the Intel
80x86 floating-point architecture, essentially disappeared; for example, except
for the 80x86, none of the computers listed in the SPEC report uses a stack.
In the 1990s, however, stack architectures received a shot in the arm with the
success of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The JVM is a software interpreter for
an intermediate language produced by Java compilers, called Java bytecodes
[Lindholm and Yellin 1999]. The purpose of the interpreter is to provide software
compatibility across many platforms, with the hope of “write once, run everywhere.” Although the slowdown is about a factor of 10 due to interpretation, there
are times when compatibility is more important than performance, such as when
downloading a Java “applet” into an Internet browser.
Although a few have proposed hardware to directly execute the JVM instructions (see McGhan and O’Connor [1998]), thus far none of these proposals has
been significant commercially. The hope instead is that just-in-time (JIT) Java
compilers––which compile during runtime to the native instruction set of the
computer running the Java program––will overcome the performance penalty of
interpretation. The popularity of Java has also led to compilers that compile
directly into the native hardware instruction sets, bypassing the illusion of the
Java bytecodes.

Computer Architecture Defined
IBM coined the term computer architecture in the early 1960s. Amdahl, Blaauw,
and Brooks [1964] used the term to refer to the programmer-visible portion of the
IBM 360 instruction set. They believed that a family of computers of the same
architecture should be able to run the same software. Although this idea may
seem obvious to us today, it was quite novel at that time. IBM, although it was the
leading company in the industry, had five different architectures before the 360;
thus, the notion of a company standardizing on a single architecture was a radical
one. The 360 designers hoped that defining a common architecture would bring
six different divisions of IBM together. Their definition of architecture was
… the structure of a computer that a machine language programmer must understand to write a correct (timing independent) program for that machine.

The term machine language programmer meant that compatibility would
hold, even in machine language, while timing independent allowed different
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implementations. This architecture blazed the path for binary compatibility,
which others have followed.
The IBM 360 was the first computer to sell in large quantities with both byte
addressing using 8-bit bytes and general-purpose registers. The 360 also had registermemory and limited memory-memory instructions. Appendix K summarizes this
instruction set.
In 1964, Control Data delivered the first supercomputer, the CDC 6600. As
Thornton [1964] discussed, he, Cray, and the other 6600 designers were among
the first to explore pipelining in depth. The 6600 was the first general-purpose,
load-store computer. In the 1960s, the designers of the 6600 realized the need to
simplify architecture for the sake of efficient pipelining. Microprocessor and
minicomputer designers largely neglected this interaction between architectural
simplicity and implementation during the 1970s, but it returned in the 1980s.

High-Level Language Computer Architecture
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, people realized that software costs were growing faster than hardware costs. McKeeman [1967] argued that compilers and
operating systems were getting too big and too complex and taking too long to
develop. Because of inferior compilers and the memory limitations of computers,
most systems programs at the time were still written in assembly language. Many
researchers proposed alleviating the software crisis by creating more powerful,
software-oriented architectures. Tanenbaum [1978] studied the properties of
high-level languages. Like other researchers, he found that most programs are
simple. He argued that architectures should be designed with this in mind and
that they should optimize for program size and ease of compilation. Tanenbaum
proposed a stack computer with frequency-encoded instruction formats to
accomplish these goals; however, as we have observed, program size does not
translate directly to cost-performance, and stack computers faded out shortly
after this work.
Strecker’s article [1978] discusses how he and the other architects at DEC
responded to this by designing the VAX architecture. The VAX was designed to
simplify compilation of high-level languages. Compiler writers had complained
about the lack of complete orthogonality in the PDP-11. The VAX architecture
was designed to be highly orthogonal and to allow the mapping of a high-level
language statement into a single VAX instruction. Additionally, the VAX designers tried to optimize code size because compiled programs were often too large
for available memories. Appendix K summarizes this instruction set.
The VAX-11/780 was the first computer announced in the VAX series. It is
one of the most successful––and most heavily studied––computers ever built.
The cornerstone of DEC’s strategy was a single architecture, VAX, running a single operating system, VMS. This strategy worked well for over 10 years. The
large number of papers reporting instruction mixes, implementation measurements, and analysis of the VAX makes it an ideal case study [Clark and Levy
1982; Wiecek 1982]. Bhandarkar and Clark [1991] gave a quantitative analysis of
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the disadvantages of the VAX versus a RISC computer, essentially a technical
explanation for the demise of the VAX.
While the VAX was being designed, a more radical approach, called highlevel language computer architecture (HLLCA), was being advocated in the
research community. This movement aimed to eliminate the gap between highlevel languages and computer hardware—what Gagliardi [1973] called the
“semantic gap”—by bringing the hardware “up to” the level of the programming
language. Meyers [1982] provided a good summary of the arguments and a history of high-level language computer architecture projects. HLLCA never had a
significant commercial impact. The increase in memory size on computers eliminated the code size problems arising from high-level languages and enabled operating systems to be written in high-level languages. The combination of simpler
architectures together with software offered greater performance and more flexibility at lower cost and lower complexity.

Reduced Instruction Set Computers
In the early 1980s, the direction of computer architecture began to swing away
from providing high-level hardware support for languages. Ditzel and Patterson
[1980] analyzed the difficulties encountered by the high-level language architectures and argued that the answer lay in simpler architectures. In another paper
[Patterson and Ditzel 1980], these authors first discussed the idea of Reduced
Instruction Set Computers (RISCs) and presented the argument for simpler architectures. Clark and Strecker [1980], who were VAX architects, rebutted their
proposal.
The simple load-store computers such as MIPS are commonly called RISC
architectures. The roots of RISC architectures go back to computers like the
6600, where Thornton, Cray, and others recognized the importance of instruction
set simplicity in building a fast computer. Cray continued his tradition of keeping
computers simple in the CRAY-1. Commercial RISCs are built primarily on the
work of three research projects: the Berkeley RISC processor, the IBM 801, and
the Stanford MIPS processor. These architectures have attracted enormous industrial interest because of claims of a performance advantage of anywhere from two
to five times over other computers using the same technology.
Begun in 1975, the IBM project was the first to start but was the last to
become public. The IBM computer was designed as a 24-bit ECL minicomputer,
while the university projects were both MOS-based, 32-bit microprocessors.
John Cocke is considered the father of the 801 design. He received both the
Eckert–Mauchly and Turing awards in recognition of his contribution. Radin
[1982] described the highlights of the 801 architecture. The 801 was an experimental project that was never designed to be a product. In fact, to keep down
costs and complexity, the computer was built with only 24-bit registers.
In 1980, Patterson and his colleagues at Berkeley began the project that was
to give this architectural approach its name (see Patterson and Ditzel [1980]).
They built two computers called RISC-I and RISC-II. Because the IBM project
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was not widely known or discussed, the role played by the Berkeley group in promoting the RISC approach was critical to acceptance of the technology. They
also built one of the first instruction caches to support hybrid-format RISCs (see
Patterson et al. [1983]). It supported 16-bit and 32-bit instructions in memory but
32 bits in the cache. The Berkeley group went on to build RISC computers targeted toward Smalltalk, described by Ungar et al. [1984], and LISP, described by
Taylor et al. [1986].
In 1981, Hennessy and his colleagues at Stanford published a description of the
Stanford MIPS computer. Efficient pipelining and compiler-assisted scheduling of
the pipeline were both important aspects of the original MIPS design. MIPS stood
for Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages, reflecting the lack of hardware to stall the pipeline, as the compiler would handle dependencies.
These early RISC computers—the 801, RISC-II, and MIPS—had much in
common. Both university projects were interested in designing a simple computer that could be built in VLSI within the university environment. All three
computers used a simple load-store architecture and fixed-format 32-bit instructions, and emphasized efficient pipelining. Patterson [1985] described the three
computers and the basic design principles that have come to characterize what a
RISC computer is, and Hennessy [1984] provided another view of the same
ideas, as well as other issues in VLSI processor design.
In 1985, Hennessy published an explanation of the RISC performance advantage and traced its roots to a substantially lower CPI—under 2 for a RISC processor and over 10 for a VAX-11/780 (though not with identical workloads). A paper
by Emer and Clark [1984] characterizing VAX-11/780 performance was instrumental in helping the RISC researchers understand the source of the performance
advantage seen by their computers.
Since the university projects finished up, in the 1983–1984 time frame, the
technology has been widely embraced by industry. Many manufacturers of the
early computers (those made before 1986) claimed that their products were RISC
computers. These claims, however, were often born more of marketing ambition
than of engineering reality.
In 1986, the computer industry began to announce processors based on the
technology explored by the three RISC research projects. Moussouris et al. [1986]
described the MIPS R2000 integer processor, while Kane’s book [1986] provides
a complete description of the architecture. Hewlett-Packard converted their existing minicomputer line to RISC architectures; Lee [1989] described the HP Precision Architecture. IBM never directly turned the 801 into a product. Instead, the
ideas were adopted for a new, low-end architecture that was incorporated in the
IBM RT-PC and described in a collection of papers [Waters 1986]. In 1990, IBM
announced a new RISC architecture (the RS 6000), which is the first superscalar
RISC processor. In 1987, Sun Microsystems began delivering computers based on
the SPARC architecture, a derivative of the Berkeley RISC-II processor; SPARC
is described in Garner et al. [1988]. The PowerPC joined the forces of Apple,
IBM, and Motorola. Appendix K summarizes several RISC architectures.
To help resolve the RISC versus traditional design debate, designers of
VAX processors later performed a quantitative comparison of VAX and a RISC
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processor for implementations with comparable organizations. Their choices
were the VAX 8700 and the MIPS M2000. The differing goals for VAX and
MIPS have led to very different architectures. The VAX goals, simple compilers and code density, led to powerful addressing modes, powerful instructions,
efficient instruction encoding, and few registers. The MIPS goals were high
performance via pipelining, ease of hardware implementation, and compatibility with highly optimizing compilers. These goals led to simple instructions,
simple addressing modes, fixed-length instruction formats, and a large number
of registers.
Figure L.1 shows the ratio of the number of instructions executed, the ratio of
CPIs, and the ratio of performance measured in clock cycles. Since the organizations were similar, clock cycle times were assumed to be the same. MIPS executes about twice as many instructions as the VAX, while the CPI for the VAX is
about six times larger than that for the MIPS. Hence, the MIPS M2000 has
almost three times the performance of the VAX 8700. Furthermore, much less
hardware is needed to build the MIPS processor than the VAX processor. This
cost-performance gap is the reason why the company that used to make the VAX
introduced a MIPS-based product and then has dropped the VAX completely and
switched to Alpha, which is quite similar to MIPS. Bell and Strecker [1998] summarized the debate inside the company. Today, DEC, once the second largest
computer company and the major success of the minicomputer industry, exists
only as remnants within HP and Intel.
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Figure L.1 Ratio of MIPS M2000 to VAX 8700 in instructions executed and performance in clock cycles using
SPEC89 programs. On average, MIPS executes a little over twice as many instructions as the VAX, but the CPI for the
VAX is almost six times the MIPS CPI, yielding almost a threefold performance advantage. (Based on data from
Bhandarkar and Clark [1991].)
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Looking back, only one Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) instruction set survived the RISC/CISC debate, and that one had binary compatibility
with PC software. The volume of chips is so high in the PC industry that there is
a sufficient revenue stream to pay the extra design costs––and sufficient
resources due to Moore’s law––to build microprocessors that translate from
CISC to RISC internally. Whatever loss in efficiency occurred (due to longer
pipeline stages and bigger die size to accommodate translation on the chip) was
overcome by the enormous volume and the ability to dedicate IC processing lines
specifically to this product.
Interestingly, Intel also concluded that the future of the 80x86 line was doubtful. They created the IA-64 architecture to support 64-bit addressing and to move
to a RISC-style instruction set. The embodiment of the IA-64 (see Huck et al.
[2000]) architecture in the Itanium-1 and Itanium-2 has been a mixed success.
Although high performance has been achieved for floating-point applications, the
integer performance was never impressive. In addition, the Itanium implementations have been large in transistor count and die size and power hungry. The complexity of the IA-64 instruction set, standing at least in partial conflict with the
RISC philosophy, no doubt contributed to this area and power inefficiency.
AMD decided instead to just stretch the architecture from a 32-bit address to
a 64-bit address, much as Intel had done when the 80386 stretched it from a 16bit address to a 32-bit address. Intel later followed AMD’s example. In the end,
the tremendous marketplace advantage of the 80x86 presence was too much even
for Intel, the owner of this legacy, to overcome!
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L.5

The Development of Pipelining and Instruction-Level
Parallelism (Chapter 3 and Appendices C and H)
Early Pipelined CPUs
The first general-purpose pipelined processor is considered to be Stretch, the
IBM 7030. Stretch followed the IBM 704 and had a goal of being 100 times
faster than the 704. The goal was a stretch from the state of the art at that time,
hence the nickname. The plan was to obtain a factor of 1.6 from overlapping
fetch, decode, and execute, using a four-stage pipeline. Bloch [1959] and
Bucholtz [1962] described the design and engineering trade-offs, including the
use of ALU bypasses.
A series of general pipelining descriptions that appeared in the late 1970s and
early 1980s provided most of the terminology and described most of the basic
techniques used in simple pipelines. These surveys include Keller [1975], Ramamoorthy and Li [1977], and Chen [1980], as well as Kogge [1981], whose book is
devoted entirely to pipelining. Davidson and his colleagues [1971, 1975] developed the concept of pipeline reservation tables as a design methodology for multicycle pipelines with feedback (also described in Kogge [1981]). Many
designers use a variation of these concepts, in either designing pipelines or in creating software to schedule them.
The RISC processors were originally designed with ease of implementation
and pipelining in mind. Several of the early RISC papers, published in the early
1980s, attempt to quantify the performance advantages of the simplification in
instruction set. The best analysis, however, is a comparison of a VAX and a MIPS
implementation published by Bhandarkar and Clark in 1991, 10 years after the
first published RISC papers (see Figure L.1). After 10 years of arguments about
the implementation benefits of RISC, this paper convinced even the most skeptical designers of the advantages of a RISC instruction set architecture.
J. E. Smith and his colleagues have written a number of papers examining
instruction issue, exception handling, and pipeline depth for high-speed scalar
CPUs. Kunkel and Smith [1986] evaluated the impact of pipeline overhead and
dependences on the choice of optimal pipeline depth; they also provided an
excellent discussion of latch design and its impact on pipelining. Smith and
Pleszkun [1988] evaluated a variety of techniques for preserving precise
exceptions. Weiss and Smith [1984] evaluated a variety of hardware pipeline
scheduling and instruction issue techniques.
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The MIPS R4000 was one of the first deeply pipelined microprocessors and
is described by Killian [1991] and by Heinrich [1993]. The initial Alpha implementation (the 21064) has a similar instruction set and similar integer pipeline
structure, with more pipelining in the floating-point unit.

The Introduction of Dynamic Scheduling
In 1964, CDC delivered the first CDC 6600. The CDC 6600 was unique in many
ways. In addition to introducing scoreboarding, the CDC 6600 was the first processor to make extensive use of multiple functional units. It also had peripheral
processors that used multithreading. The interaction between pipelining and
instruction set design was understood, and a simple, load-store instruction set
was used to promote pipelining. The CDC 6600 also used an advanced packaging
technology. Thornton [1964] described the pipeline and I/O processor architecture, including the concept of out-of-order instruction execution. Thornton’s
book [1970] provides an excellent description of the entire processor, from technology to architecture, and includes a foreword by Cray. (Unfortunately, this
book is currently out of print.) The CDC 6600 also has an instruction scheduler
for the FORTRAN compilers, described by Thorlin [1967].

The IBM 360 Model 91: A Landmark Computer
The IBM 360/91 introduced many new concepts, including tagging of data, register renaming, dynamic detection of memory hazards, and generalized forwarding. Tomasulo’s algorithm is described in his 1967 paper. Anderson, Sparacio,
and Tomasulo [1967] described other aspects of the processor, including the use
of branch prediction. Many of the ideas in the 360/91 faded from use for nearly
25 years before being broadly resurrected in the 1990s. Unfortunately, the 360/91
was not successful, and only a handful were sold. The complexity of the design
made it late to the market and allowed the Model 85, which was the first IBM
processor with a cache, to outperform the 91.

Branch-Prediction Schemes
The 2-bit dynamic hardware branch-prediction scheme was described by J. E.
Smith [1981]. Ditzel and McLellan [1987] described a novel branch-target buffer for CRISP, which implements branch folding. The correlating predictor we
examine was described by Pan, So, and Rameh [1992]. Yeh and Patt [1992,
1993] generalized the correlation idea and described multilevel predictors that
use branch histories for each branch, similar to the local history predictor used
in the 21264. McFarling’s tournament prediction scheme, which he refers to as a
combined predictor, is described in his 1993 technical report. There are a variety
of more recent papers on branch prediction based on variations in the multilevel
and correlating predictor ideas. Kaeli and Emma [1991] described return address
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prediction, and Evers et al. [1998] provided an in-depth analysis of multilevel
predictors. The data shown in Chapter 3 are from Skadron et al. [1999]. There
are several schemes for prediction that may offer some additional benefit
beyond tournament predictors. Eden and Mudge [1998] and Jimenez and Lin
[2002] have described such approaches.

The Development of Multiple-Issue Processors
IBM did pioneering work on multiple issue. In the 1960s, a project called ACS
was under way in California. It included multiple-issue concepts, a proposal for
dynamic scheduling (although with a simpler mechanism than Tomasulo’s
scheme, which used backup registers), and fetching down both branch paths. The
project originally started as a new architecture to follow Stretch and surpass the
CDC 6600/6800. ACS started in New York but was moved to California, later
changed to be S/360 compatible, and eventually canceled. John Cocke was one of
the intellectual forces behind the team that included a number of IBM veterans
and younger contributors, many of whom went on to other important roles in
IBM and elsewhere: Jack Bertram, Ed Sussenguth, Gene Amdahl, Herb Schorr,
Fran Allen, Lynn Conway, and Phil Dauber, among others. While the compiler
team published many of their ideas and had great influence outside IBM, the
architecture ideas were not widely disseminated at that time. The most complete
accessible documentation of this important project is at www.cs.clemson.edu/
~mark/acs.html, which includes interviews with the ACS veterans and pointers to
other sources. Sussenguth [1999] is a good overview of ACS.
Most of the early multiple-issue processors that actually reached the market
followed an LIW or VLIW design approach. Charlesworth [1981] reported on the
Floating Point Systems AP-120B, one of the first wide-instruction processors
containing multiple operations per instruction. Floating Point Systems applied
the concept of software pipelining both in a compiler and by handwriting assembly language libraries to use the processor efficiently. Because the processor was
an attached processor, many of the difficulties of implementing multiple issue in
general-purpose processors (for example, virtual memory and exception handling) could be ignored.
One of the interesting approaches used in early VLIW processors, such as
the AP-120B and i860, was the idea of a pipeline organization that requires
operations to be “pushed through” a functional unit and the results to be caught
at the end of the pipeline. In such processors, operations advance only when
another operation pushes them from behind (in sequence). Furthermore, an
instruction specifies the destination for an instruction issued earlier that will be
pushed out of the pipeline when this new operation is pushed in. Such an
approach has the advantage that it does not specify a result destination when an
operation first issues but only when the result register is actually written. This
separation eliminates the need to detect write after write (WAW) and write after
read (WAR) hazards in the hardware. The disadvantage is that it increases code
size since no-ops may be needed to push results out when there is a dependence
on an operation that is still in the pipeline and no other operations of that type
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are immediately needed. Instead of the “push-and-catch” approach used in these
two processors, almost all designers have chosen to use self-draining pipelines
that specify the destination in the issuing instruction and in which an issued
instruction will complete without further action. The advantages in code density
and simplifications in code generation seem to outweigh the advantages of the
more unusual structure.
Several research projects introduced some form of multiple issue in the mid1980s. For example, the Stanford MIPS processor had the ability to place two
operations in a single instruction, although this capability was dropped in commercial variants of the architecture, primarily for performance reasons. Along
with his colleagues at Yale, Fisher [1983] proposed creating a processor with a
very wide instruction (512 bits) and named this type of processor a VLIW. Code
was generated for the processor using trace scheduling, which Fisher [1981] had
developed originally for generating horizontal microcode. The implementation of
trace scheduling for the Yale processor is described by Fisher et al. [1984] and by
Ellis [1986].
Although IBM canceled ACS, active research in the area continued in the
1980s. More than 10 years after ACS was canceled, John Cocke made a new proposal for a superscalar processor that dynamically made issue decisions; he and
Tilak Agerwala described the key ideas in several talks in the mid-1980s and
coined the term superscalar. He called the design America; it is described by
Agerwala and Cocke [1987]. The IBM Power1 architecture (the RS/6000 line) is
based on these ideas (see Bakoglu et al. [1989]).
J. E. Smith [1984] and his colleagues at Wisconsin proposed the decoupled
approach that included multiple issue with limited dynamic pipeline scheduling.
A key feature of this processor is the use of queues to maintain order among a
class of instructions (such as memory references) while allowing it to slip behind
or ahead of another class of instructions. The Astronautics ZS-1 described by
Smith et al. [1987] embodies this approach with queues to connect the load-store
unit and the operation units. The Power2 design uses queues in a similar fashion.
J. E. Smith [1989] also described the advantages of dynamic scheduling and
compared that approach to static scheduling.
The concept of speculation has its roots in the original 360/91, which performed a very limited form of speculation. The approach used in recent processors combines the dynamic scheduling techniques of the 360/91 with a buffer to
allow in-order commit. Smith and Pleszkun [1988] explored the use of buffering
to maintain precise interrupts and described the concept of a reorder buffer. Sohi
[1990] described adding renaming and dynamic scheduling, making it possible to
use the mechanism for speculation. Patt and his colleagues were early proponents
of aggressive reordering and speculation. They focused on checkpoint and restart
mechanisms and pioneered an approach called HPSm, which is also an extension
of Tomasulo’s algorithm [Hwu and Patt 1986].
The use of speculation as a technique in multiple-issue processors was evaluated by Smith, Johnson, and Horowitz [1989] using the reorder buffer technique;
their goal was to study available ILP in nonscientific code using speculation and
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multiple issue. In a subsequent book, Johnson [1990] described the design of a
speculative superscalar processor. Johnson later led the AMD K-5 design, one of
the first speculative superscalars.
In parallel with the superscalar developments, commercial interest in VLIW
approaches also increased. The Multiflow processor (see Colwell et al. [1987]) was
based on the concepts developed at Yale, although many important refinements
were made to increase the practicality of the approach. Among these was a controllable store buffer that provided support for a form of speculation. Although more
than 100 Multiflow processors were sold, a variety of problems, including the difficulties of introducing a new instruction set from a small company and competition
from commercial RISC microprocessors that changed the economics in the minicomputer market, led to the failure of Multiflow as a company.
Around the same time as Multiflow, Cydrome was founded to build a VLIWstyle processor (see Rau et al. [1989]), which was also unsuccessful commercially. Dehnert, Hsu, and Bratt [1989] explained the architecture and performance
of the Cydrome Cydra 5, a processor with a wide-instruction word that provides
dynamic register renaming and additional support for software pipelining. The
Cydra 5 is a unique blend of hardware and software, including conditional
instructions and register rotation, aimed at extracting ILP. Cydrome relied on
more hardware than the Multiflow processor and achieved competitive performance primarily on vector-style codes. In the end, Cydrome suffered from problems similar to those of Multiflow and was not a commercial success. Both
Multiflow and Cydrome, although unsuccessful as commercial entities, produced
a number of people with extensive experience in exploiting ILP as well as
advanced compiler technology; many of those people have gone on to incorporate their experience and the pieces of the technology in newer processors. Fisher
and Rau [1993] edited a comprehensive collection of papers covering the hardware and software of these two important processors.
Rau had also developed a scheduling technique called polycyclic scheduling,
which is a basis for most software-pipelining schemes (see Rau, Glaeser, and
Picard [1982]). Rau’s work built on earlier work by Davidson and his colleagues
on the design of optimal hardware schedulers for pipelined processors. Other historical LIW processors have included the Apollo DN 10000 and the Intel i860,
both of which could dual-issue FP and integer operations.

Compiler Technology and Hardware Support for Scheduling
Loop-level parallelism and dependence analysis were developed primarily by
D. Kuck and his colleagues at the University of Illinois in the 1970s. They also
coined the commonly used terminology of antidependence and output dependence and developed several standard dependence tests, including the GCD
and Banerjee tests. The latter test was named after Uptal Banerjee and comes
in a variety of flavors. Recent work on dependence analysis has focused on
using a variety of exact tests ending with a linear programming algorithm
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called Fourier–Motzkin. D. Maydan and W. Pugh both showed that the
sequences of exact tests were a practical solution.
In the area of uncovering and scheduling ILP, much of the early work was
connected to the development of VLIW processors, described earlier. Lam
[1988] developed algorithms for software pipelining and evaluated their use on
Warp, a wide-instruction-word processor designed for special-purpose applications. Weiss and Smith [1987] compared software pipelining versus loop unrolling as techniques for scheduling code on a pipelined processor. Rau [1994]
developed modulo scheduling to deal with the issues of software-pipelining loops
and simultaneously handling register allocation.
Support for speculative code scheduling was explored in a variety of contexts,
including several processors that provided a mode in which exceptions were
ignored, allowing more aggressive scheduling of loads (e.g., the MIPS TFP processor [Hsu 1994]). Several groups explored ideas for more aggressive hardware
support for speculative code scheduling. For example, Smith, Horowitz, and Lam
[1992] created a concept called boosting that contains a hardware facility for supporting speculation but provides a checking and recovery mechanism, similar to
those in IA-64 and Crusoe. The sentinel scheduling idea, which is also similar to
the speculate-and-check approach used in both Crusoe and the IA-64 architectures, was developed jointly by researchers at the University of Illinois and HP
Laboratories (see Mahlke et al. [1992]).
In the early 1990s, Wen-Mei Hwu and his colleagues at the University of Illinois developed a compiler framework, called IMPACT (see Chang et al. [1991]),
for exploring the interaction between multiple-issue architectures and compiler
technology. This project led to several important ideas, including superblock
scheduling (see Hwu et al. [1993]), extensive use of profiling for guiding a variety of optimizations (e.g., procedure inlining), and the use of a special buffer
(similar to the ALAT or program-controlled store buffer) for compile-aided
memory conflict detection (see Gallagher et al. [1994]). They also explored the
performance trade-offs between partial and full support for predication in Mahlke
et al. [1995].
The early RISC processors all had delayed branches, a scheme inspired
from microprogramming, and several studies on compile time branch prediction were inspired by delayed branch mechanisms. McFarling and Hennessy
[1986] did a quantitative comparison of a variety of compile time and runtime
branch-prediction schemes. Fisher and Freudenberger [1992] evaluated a range
of compile time branch-prediction schemes using the metric of distance
between mispredictions. Ball and Larus [1993] and Calder et al. [1997]
described static prediction schemes using collected program behavior.

EPIC and the IA-64 Development
The roots of the EPIC approach lie in earlier attempts to build LIW and VLIW
machines—especially those at Cydrome and Multiflow—and in a long history of
compiler work that continued after these companies failed at HP, the University of
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Illinois, and elsewhere. Insights gained from that work led designers at HP to propose a VLIW-style, 64-bit architecture to follow the HP PA RISC architecture. Intel
was looking for a new architecture to replace the x86 (now called IA-32) architecture and to provide 64-bit capability. In 1995, they formed a partnership to design a
new architecture, IA-64 (see Huck et al. [2000]), and build processors based on it.
Itanium (see Sharangpani and Arora [2000]) is the first such processor. In 2002,
Intel introduced the second-generation IA-64 design, the Itanium 2 (see McNairy
and Soltis [2003] and McCormick and Knies [2002]).

Studies of ILP and Ideas to Increase ILP
A series of early papers, including Tjaden and Flynn [1970] and Riseman and
Foster [1972], concluded that only small amounts of parallelism could be available at the instruction level without investing an enormous amount of hardware.
These papers dampened the appeal of multiple instruction issue for more than 10
years. Nicolau and Fisher [1984] published a paper based on their work with
trace scheduling and asserted the presence of large amounts of potential ILP in
scientific programs.
Since then there have been many studies of the available ILP. Such studies
have been criticized because they presume some level of both hardware support
and compiler technology. Nonetheless, the studies are useful to set expectations
as well as to understand the sources of the limitations. Wall has participated in
several such studies, including Jouppi and Wall [1989] and Wall [1991, 1993].
Although the early studies were criticized as being conservative (e.g., they didn’t
include speculation), the last study is by far the most ambitious study of ILP to
date and the basis for the data in Section 3.10. Sohi and Vajapeyam [1989] provided measurements of available parallelism for wide-instruction-word processors. Smith, Johnson, and Horowitz [1989] also used a speculative superscalar
processor to study ILP limits. At the time of their study, they anticipated that the
processor they specified was an upper bound on reasonable designs. Recent and
upcoming processors, however, are likely to be at least as ambitious as their processor. Skadron et al. [1999] examined the performance trade-offs and limitations
in a processor comparable to the most aggressive processors in 2005, concluding
that the larger window sizes will not make sense without significant improvements on branch prediction for integer programs.
Lam and Wilson [1992] looked at the limitations imposed by speculation
and showed that additional gains are possible by allowing processors to speculate in multiple directions, which requires more than one PC. (Such schemes
cannot exceed what perfect speculation accomplishes, but they help close the
gap between realistic prediction schemes and perfect prediction.) Wall’s 1993
study includes a limited evaluation of this approach (up to eight branches are
explored).
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Going Beyond the Data Flow Limit
One other approach that has been explored in the literature is the use of value prediction. Value prediction can allow speculation based on data values. There have
been a number of studies of the use of value prediction. Lipasti and Shen published two papers in 1996 evaluating the concept of value prediction and its
potential impact on ILP exploitation. Calder, Reinman, and Tullsen [1999]
explored the idea of selective value prediction. Sodani and Sohi [1997]
approached the same problem from the viewpoint of reusing the values produced
by instructions. Moshovos et al. [1997] showed that deciding when to speculate
on values, by tracking whether such speculation has been accurate in the past, is
important to achieving performance gains with value speculation. Moshovos and
Sohi [1997] and Chrysos and Emer [1998] focused on predicting memory dependences and using this information to eliminate the dependence through memory.
González and González [1998], Babbay and Mendelson [1998], and Calder,
Reinman, and Tullsen [1999] are more recent studies of the use of value prediction. This area is currently highly active, with new results being published in
every conference.

Recent Advanced Microprocessors
The years 1994 and 1995 saw the announcement of wide superscalar processors
(three or more issues per clock) by every major processor vendor: Intel Pentium
Pro and Pentium II (these processors share the same core pipeline architecture,
described by Colwell and Steck [1995]); AMD K-5, K-6, and Athlon; Sun UltraSPARC (see Lauterbach and Horel [1999]); Alpha 21164 (see Edmondson et al.
[1995]) and 21264 (see Kessler [1999]); MIPS R10000 and R12000 (see Yeager
[1996]); PowerPC 603, 604, and 620 (see Diep, Nelson, and Shen [1995]); and
HP 8000 (Kumar [1997]). The latter part of the decade (1996–2000) saw second
generations of many of these processors (Pentium III, AMD Athlon, and Alpha
21264, among others). The second generation, although similar in issue rate,
could sustain a lower CPI and provided much higher clock rates. All included
dynamic scheduling, and they almost universally supported speculation. In practice, many factors, including the implementation technology, the memory hierarchy, the skill of the designers, and the type of applications benchmarked, all play
a role in determining which approach is best.
The period from 2000 to 2005 was dominated by three trends among superscalar
processors: the introduction of higher clock rates achieved through deeper pipelining
(e.g., in the Pentium 4; see Hinton et al. [2001]), the introduction of multithreading
by IBM in the Power 4 and by Intel in the Pentium 4 Extreme, and the beginning of
the movement to multicore by IBM in the Power 4, AMD in Opteron (see Keltcher
et al. [2003]), and most recently by Intel (see Douglas [2005]).
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Multithreading and Simultaneous Multithreading
The concept of multithreading dates back to one of the earliest transistorized
computers, the TX-2. TX-2 is also famous for being the computer on which Ivan
Sutherland created Sketchpad, the first computer graphics system. TX-2 was built
at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory and became operational in 1959. It used multiple
threads to support fast context switching to handle I/O functions. Clark [1957]
described the basic architecture, and Forgie [1957] described the I/O architecture.
Multithreading was also used in the CDC 6600, where a fine-grained multithreading scheme with interleaved scheduling among threads was used as the architecture of the I/O processors. The HEP processor, a pipelined multiprocessor
designed by Denelcor and shipped in 1982, used fine-grained multithreading to
hide the pipeline latency as well as to hide the latency to a large memory shared
among all the processors. Because the HEP had no cache, this hiding of memory
latency was critical. Burton Smith, one of the primary architects, described the
HEP architecture in a 1978 paper, and Jordan [1983] published a performance
evaluation. The TERA processor extends the multithreading ideas and is
described by Alverson et al. in a 1992 paper. The Niagara multithreading
approach is similar to those of the HEP and TERA systems, although Niagara
employs caches reducing the need for thread-based latency hiding.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, researchers explored the concept of coarsegrained multithreading (also called block multithreading) as a way to tolerate
latency, especially in multiprocessor environments. The SPARCLE processor in
the Alewife system used such a scheme, switching threads whenever a highlatency exceptional event, such as a long cache miss, occurred. Agarwal et al.
described SPARCLE in a 1993 paper. The IBM Pulsar processor uses similar
ideas.
By the early 1990s, several research groups had arrived at two key insights.
First, they realized that fine-grained multithreading was needed to get the maximum performance benefit, since in a coarse-grained approach, the overhead of
thread switching and thread start-up (e.g., filling the pipeline from the new
thread) negated much of the performance advantage (see Laudon, Gupta, and
Horowitz [1994]). Second, several groups realized that to effectively use large
numbers of functional units would require both ILP and thread-level parallelism
(TLP). These insights led to several architectures that used combinations of multithreading and multiple issue. Wolfe and Shen [1991] described an architecture
called XIMD that statically interleaves threads scheduled for a VLIW processor.
Hirata et al. [1992] described a proposed processor for media use that combines a
static superscalar pipeline with support for multithreading; they reported speedups from combining both forms of parallelism. Keckler and Dally [1992] combined static scheduling of ILP and dynamic scheduling of threads for a processor
with multiple functional units. The question of how to balance the allocation of
functional units between ILP and TLP and how to schedule the two forms of parallelism remained open.
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When it became clear in the mid-1990s that dynamically scheduled superscalars would be delivered shortly, several research groups proposed using the
dynamic scheduling capability to mix instructions from several threads on the fly.
Yamamoto et al. [1994] appear to have published the first such proposal, though
the simulation results for their multithreaded superscalar architecture use simplistic assumptions. This work was quickly followed by Tullsen, Eggers, and Levy
[1995], who provided the first realistic simulation assessment and coined the
term simultaneous multithreading. Subsequent work by the same group together
with industrial coauthors addressed many of the open questions about SMT. For
example, Tullsen et al. [1996] addressed questions about the challenges of scheduling ILP versus TLP. Lo et al. [1997] provided an extensive discussion of the
SMT concept and an evaluation of its performance potential, and Lo et. al. [1998]
evaluated database performance on an SMT processor. Tuck and Tullsen [2003]
reviewed the performance of SMT on the Pentium 4.
The IBM Power4 introduced multithreading (see Tendler et al. [2002]), while
the Power5 used simultaneous multithreading. Mathis et al. [2005] explored the
performance of SMT in the Power5, while Sinharoy et al. [2005] described the
system architecture.
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The Development of SIMD Supercomputers, Vector
Computers, Multimedia SIMD Instruction Extensions,
and Graphical Processor Units (Chapter 4)
In this historical section, we start with perhaps the most infamous supercomputer,
the Illiac IV, as a representative of the early SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple
Data) architectures and then move to perhaps the most famous supercomputer,
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the Cray-1, as a representative of vector architectures. The next step is Multimedia SIMD Extensions, which got its name in part due to an advertising campaign
involving the “Bunny People,” a disco-dancing set of workers in cleansuits on a
semiconductor fabrication line. We conclude with the history of GPUs, which is
not quite as colorful.

SIMD Supercomputers
The cost of a general multiprocessor is, however, very high and further design
options were considered which would decrease the cost without seriously degrading the power or efficiency of the system. The options consist of recentralizing one
of the three major components. . . . Centralizing the [control unit] gives rise to the
basic organization of [an] . . . array processor such as the Illiac IV.
Bouknight et al. [1972]

. . . with Iliac IV, programming the machine was very difficult and the architecture
probably was not very well suited to some of the applications we were trying to
run. The key idea was that I did not think we had a very good match in Iliac IV
between applications and architecture.
David Kuck

Software designer for the Illiac IV and
early pioneer in parallel software
David Kuck

An oral history conducted in 1991 by Andrew Goldstein,
IEEE History Center, New Brunswick, N.J.

The SIMD model was one of the earliest models of parallel computing, dating
back to the first large-scale multiprocessor, the Illiac IV. Rather than pipelining
the data computation as in vector architectures, these machines had an array of
functional units; hence, they might be considered array processors.
The earliest ideas on SIMD-style computers are from Unger [1958] and Slotnick, Borck, and McReynolds [1962]. Slotnick’s Solomon design formed the basis
of the Illiac IV, perhaps the most infamous of the supercomputer projects.
Although successful in pushing several technologies that proved useful in later
projects, it failed as a computer. Costs escalated from the $8 million estimate in
1966 to $31 million by 1972, despite construction of only a quarter of the planned
multiprocessor. (In 2011 dollars, that was an increase from $54M to $152M.)
Actual performance was at best 15 MFLOPS versus initial predictions of 1000
MFLOPS for the full system [Hord 1982]. Delivered to NASA Ames Research in
1972, the computer required three more years of engineering before it was usable.
These events slowed investigation of SIMD, but Danny Hillis [1985] resuscitated
this style in the Connection Machine, which had 65,536 1-bit processors.
The basic trade-off in SIMD multiprocessors is performance of a processor
versus number of processors. SIMD supercomputers of the 1980s emphasized a
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large degree of parallelism over performance of the individual processors. The
Connection Multiprocessor 2, for example, offered 65,536 single-bit-wide
processors, while the Illiac IV planned for 64 64-bit processors. Massively parallel SIMD multiprocessors relied on interconnection or communication networks
to exchange data between processing elements.
After being resurrected in the 1980s, first by Thinking Machines and then by
MasPar, the SIMD model faded away as supercomputers for two main reasons.
First, it is too inflexible. A number of important problems were not data parallel,
and the architecture did not scale down in a competitive fashion; that is, smallscale SIMD multiprocessors often have worse cost-performance compared with
that of the alternatives. Second, SIMD could not take advantage of the tremendous performance and cost advantages of SISD (Single Instruction, Single Data)
microprocessor technology of the 1980s, which was doubling in performance
every 18 months. Instead of leveraging this low-cost technology, designers of
SIMD multiprocessors had to build custom processors for their multiprocessors.

Vector Computers
I’m certainly not inventing vector processors. There are three kinds that I know of
existing today. They are represented by the Illiac-IV, the (CDC) Star processor, and
the TI (ASC) processor. Those three were all pioneering processors. . . . One of the
problems of being a pioneer is you always make mistakes and I never, never want
to be a pioneer. It’s always best to come second when you can look at the mistakes
the pioneers made.
Seymour Cray
Public lecture at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
on the introduction of the Cray-1 (1976)

The first vector processors were the Control Data Corporation (CDC) STAR-100
(see Hintz and Tate [1972]) and the Texas Instruments ASC (see Watson [1972]),
both announced in 1972. Both were memory-memory vector processors. They
had relatively slow scalar units—the STAR used the same units for scalars and
vectors—making the scalar pipeline extremely deep. Both processors had high
start-up overhead and worked on vectors of several hundred to several thousand
elements. The crossover between scalar and vector could be over 50 elements. It
appears that not enough attention was paid to the role of Amdahl’s law on these
two processors.
Seymour Cray, who worked on the 6600 and the 7600 at CDC, founded Cray
Research and introduced the Cray-1 in 1976 (see Russell [1978]). The Cray-1
used a vector-register architecture to lower start-up overhead significantly and to
reduce memory bandwidth requirements. He also had efficient support for nonunit stride and invented chaining. Most importantly, the Cray-1 was the fastest
scalar processor in the world at that time. This matching of good scalar and vector
performance was probably the most significant factor in making the Cray-1 a success. Some customers bought the processor primarily for its outstanding scalar
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performance. Many subsequent vector processors are based on the architecture of
this first commercially successful vector processor. Baskett and Keller [1977] provided a good evaluation of the Cray-1.
In 1981, CDC started shipping the CYBER 205 (see Lincoln [1982]). The
205 had the same basic architecture as the STAR but offered improved performance all around as well as expandability of the vector unit with up to four lanes,
each with multiple functional units and a wide load-store pipe that provided multiple words per clock. The peak performance of the CYBER 205 greatly
exceeded the performance of the Cray-1; however, on real programs, the performance difference was much smaller.
In 1983, Cray Research shipped the first Cray X-MP (see Chen [1983]). With
an improved clock rate (9.5 ns versus 12.5 ns on the Cray-1), better chaining support (allowing vector operations with RAW dependencies to operate in parallel),
and multiple memory pipelines, this processor maintained the Cray Research
lead in supercomputers. The Cray-2, a completely new design configurable with
up to four processors, was introduced later. A major feature of the Cray-2 was the
use of DRAM, which made it possible to have very large memories at the time.
The first Cray-2, with its 256M word (64-bit words) memory, contained more
memory than the total of all the Cray machines shipped to that point! The Cray-2
had a much faster clock than the X-MP, but also much deeper pipelines; however,
it lacked chaining, had enormous memory latency, and had only one memory
pipe per processor. In general, the Cray-2 was only faster than the Cray X-MP on
problems that required its very large main memory.
That same year, processor vendors from Japan entered the supercomputer
marketplace. First were the Fujitsu VP100 and VP200 (see Miura and Uchida
[1983]), and later came the Hitachi S810 and the NEC SX/2 (see Watanabe
[1987]). These processors proved to be close to the Cray X-MP in performance.
In general, these three processors had much higher peak performance than the
Cray X-MP. However, because of large start-up overhead, their typical performance was often lower than that of the Cray X-MP. The Cray X-MP favored a
multiple-processor approach, first offering a two-processor version and later a
four-processor version. In contrast, the three Japanese processors had expandable
vector capabilities.
In 1988, Cray Research introduced the Cray Y-MP—a bigger and faster version of the X-MP. The Y-MP allowed up to eight processors and lowered the
cycle time to 6 ns. With a full complement of eight processors, the Y-MP was
generally the fastest supercomputer, though the single-processor Japanese supercomputers could be faster than a one-processor Y-MP. In late 1989, Cray
Research was split into two companies, both aimed at building high-end processors available in the early 1990s. Seymour Cray headed the spin-off, Cray Computer Corporation, until its demise in 1995. Their initial processor, the Cray-3,
was to be implemented in gallium arsenide, but they were unable to develop a
reliable and cost-effective implementation technology. Shortly before his tragic
death in a car accident in 1996, Seymour Cray started yet another company to
develop high-performance systems but this time using commodity components.
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Cray Research focused on the C90, a new high-end processor with up to 16
processors and a clock rate of 240 MHz. This processor was delivered in 1991. In
1993, Cray Research introduced their first highly parallel processor, the T3D,
employing up to 2048 Digital Alpha21064 microprocessors. In 1995, they
announced the availability of both a new low-end vector machine, the J90, and a
high-end machine, the T90. The T90 was much like the C90, but with a clock that
was twice as fast (460 MHz), using three-dimensional packaging and optical
clock distribution.
In 1995, Cray Research was acquired by Silicon Graphics. In 1998, it
released the SV1 system, which grafted considerably faster CMOS processors
onto the J90 memory system. It also added a data cache for vectors to each CPU
to help meet the increased memory bandwidth demands. Silicon Graphics sold
Cray Research to Tera Computer in 2000, and the joint company was renamed
Cray Inc.
The Japanese supercomputer makers continued to evolve their designs. In
2001, the NEC SX/5 was generally held to be the fastest available vector supercomputer, with 16 lanes clocking at 312 MHz and with up to 16 processors sharing the same memory. The NEC SX/6, released in 2001, was the first commercial
single-chip vector microprocessor, integrating an out-of-order quad-issue superscalar processor, scalar instruction and data caches, and an eight-lane vector unit
on a single die [Kitagawa et al. 2003]. The Earth Simulator is constructed from
640 nodes connected with a full crossbar, where each node comprises eight SX-6
vector microprocessors sharing a local memory. The SX-8, released in 2004,
reduces the number of lanes to four but increases the vector clock rate to 2 GHz.
The scalar unit runs at a slower 1 GHz clock rate, a common pattern in vector
machines where the lack of hazards simplifies the use of deeper pipelines in the
vector unit.
In 2002, Cray Inc. released the X1 based on a completely new vector ISA.
The X1 SSP processor chip integrates an out-of-order superscalar with scalar
caches running at 400 MHz and a two-lane vector unit running at 800 MHz.
When four SSP chips are ganged together to form an MSP, the resulting peak
vector performance of 12.8 GFLOPS is competitive with the contemporary NEC
SX machines. The X1E enhancement, delivered in 2004, raises the clock rates to
565 and 1130 MHz, respectively. Many of the ideas were borrowed from the
Cray T3E design, which is a MIMD (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data) computer that uses off-the-shelf microprocessors. X1 has a new instruction set with a
larger number of registers and with memory distributed locally with the processor
in shared address space. The out-of-order scalar unit and vector units are decoupled, so that the scalar unit can get ahead of the vector unit. Vectors become
shorter when the data are blocked to utilize the MSP caches, which is not a good
match to an eight-lane vector unit. To handle these shorter vectors, each processor with just two vector lanes can work on a different loop.
The Cray X2 was announced in 2007, and it may prove to be the last Cray
vector architecture to be built, as it’s difficult to justify the investment in new silicon given the size of the market. The processor has a 1.3 GHz clock rate and 8
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vector lanes for a processor peak performance of 42 GFLOP/sec for single precision. It includes both L1 and L2 caches. Each node is a 4-way SMP with up to
128 GBytes of DRAM, and the maximum size is 8K nodes.
The NEC SX-9 has up to 16 processors per node, with each processor having
8 lanes and running at 3.2 GHz. It was announced in 2008. The peak double precision vector performance is 102 GFLOP/sec. The 16 processor SMP can have
1024 GBytes of DRAM. The maximum size is 512 nodes.
The basis for modern vectorizing compiler technology and the notion of data
dependence was developed by Kuck and his colleagues [1974] at the University
of Illinois. Padua and Wolfe [1986] gave a good overview of vectorizing compiler
technology.

Multimedia SIMD Instruction Extensions
What could a computer hardware company . . . possibly have in common with
disco dancing. A lot, if one goes by an advertisement campaign released by the
world’s largest microprocessor company . . . Intel, in 1997.
IBS Center for Management Research
“Dancing Its Way Towards Leadership,” 2002

Going through the history books, the 1957 TX-2 had partitioned ALUs to support
media of the time, but these ideas faded away to be rediscovered 30 years later in
the personal computer era. Since every desktop microprocessor by definition has
its own graphical displays, as transistor budgets increased it was inevitable that
support would be added for graphics operations. Many graphics systems use 8
bits to represent each of the 3 primary colors plus 8 bits for a transparency of a
pixel. The addition of speakers and microphones for teleconferencing and video
games suggested support of sound as well. Audio samples need more than 8 bits
of precision, but 16 bits are sufficient.
Every microprocessor has special support so that bytes and half words take
up less space when stored in memory, but due to the infrequency of arithmetic
operations on these data sizes in typical integer programs, there is little support
beyond data transfers. The Intel i860 was justified as a graphical accelerator
within the company. Its architects recognized that many graphics and audio applications would perform the same operation on vectors of these data [Atkins 1991;
Kohn 1989]. Although a vector unit was beyond the transistor budget of the i860
in 1989, by partitioning the carry chains within a 64-bit ALU, it could perform
simultaneous operations on short vectors of eight 8-bit operands, four 16-bit
operands, or two 32-bit operands. The cost of such partitioned ALUs was small.
Applications that lend themselves to such support include MPEG (video), video
games (3D graphics), digital photography, and teleconferencing (audio and
image processing).
Like a virus, over time such multimedia support has spread to nearly every
desktop microprocessor. HP was the first successful desktop RISC to include
such support, but soon every other manufacturer had their own take on the idea in
the 1990s.
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These extensions were originally called subword parallelism or vector. Since
Intel marketing used SIMD to describe the MMX extension of the 80x86
announced in 1996, that became the popular name, due in part to a successful
television advertising campaign involving disco dancers wearing clothing modeled after the cleansuits worn in semiconductor fabrication lines.

Graphical Processor Units
It's been almost three years since GPU computing broke into the mainstream of
HPC with the introduction of NVIDIA’s CUDA API in September 2007. Adoption of
the technology since then has proceeded at a surprisingly strong and steady pace.
Many organizations that began with small pilot projects a year or two ago have
moved on to enterprise deployment, and GPU accelerated machines are now represented on the TOP500 list starting at position two. The relatively rapid adoption
of CUDA by a community not known for the rapid adoption of much of anything is
a noteworthy signal. Contrary to the accepted wisdom that GPU computing is
more difficult, I believe its success thus far signals that it is no more complicated
than good CPU programming. Further, it more clearly and succinctly expresses the
parallelism of a large class of problems leading to code that is easier to maintain,
more scalable and better positioned to map to future many-core architectures.
Vincent Natol
“Kudos for CUDA,” HPCwire (2010)

3D graphics pipeline hardware evolved from the large expensive systems of the
early 1980s to small workstations and then to PC accelerators in the mid- to late
1990s. During this period, three major transitions occurred:
■

Performance-leading graphics subsystems declined in price from $50,000 to
$200.

■

Performance increased from 50 million pixels per second to 1 billion pixels
per second and from 100,000 vertices per second to 10 million vertices per
second.

■

Native hardware capabilities evolved from wireframe (polygon outlines) to
flat-shaded (constant color) filled polygons, to smooth-shaded (interpolated
color) filled polygons, to full-scene anti-aliasing with texture mapping and
rudimentary multitexturing.

Scalable GPUs
Scalability has been an attractive feature of graphics systems from the beginning. Workstation graphics systems gave customers a choice in pixel horsepower by varying the number of pixel processor circuit boards installed. Prior to
the mid-1990s PC graphics scaling was almost nonexistent. There was one
option—the VGA controller. As 3D-capable accelerators appeared, the market
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had room for a range of offerings. 3dfx introduced multiboard scaling with the
original SLI (Scan Line Interleave) on their Voodoo2, which held the performance crown for its time (1998). Also in 1998, NVIDIA introduced distinct
products as variants on a single architecture with Riva TNT Ultra (high-performance) and Vanta (low-cost), first by speed binning and packaging, then with
separate chip designs (GeForce 2 GTS and GeForce 2 MX). At present, for a
given architecture generation, four or five separate GPU chip designs are needed
to cover the range of desktop PC performance and price points. In addition,
there are separate segments in notebook and workstation systems. After acquiring 3dfx, NVIDIA continued the multi-GPU SLI concept in 2004, starting with
GeForce 6800—providing multi-GPU scalability transparently to the programmer and to the user. Functional behavior is identical across the scaling range;
one application will run unchanged on any implementation of an architectural
family.

Graphics Pipelines
Early graphics hardware was configurable, but not programmable by the application developer. With each generation, incremental improvements were offered;
however, developers were growing more sophisticated and asking for more new
features than could be reasonably offered as built-in fixed functions. The
NVIDIA GeForce 3, described by Lindholm et al. [2001], took the first step
toward true general shader programmability. It exposed to the application developer what had been the private internal instruction set of the floating-point vertex
engine. This coincided with the release of Microsoft’s DirectX 8 and OpenGL’s
vertex shader extensions. Later GPUs, at the time of DirectX 9, extended general
programmability and floating-point capability to the pixel fragment stage and
made texture available at the vertex stage. The ATI Radeon 9700, introduced in
2002, featured a programmable 24-bit floating-point pixel fragment processor
programmed with DirectX 9 and OpenGL. The GeForce FX added 32-bit floating-point pixel processors. This was part of a general trend toward unifying the
functionality of the different stages, at least as far as the application programmer
was concerned. NVIDIA’s GeForce 6800 and 7800 series were built with separate processor designs and separate hardware dedicated to the vertex and to the
fragment processing. The XBox 360 introduced an early unified processor GPU
in 2005, allowing vertex and pixel shaders to execute on the same processor.

GPGPU: An Intermediate Step
As DirectX 9-capable GPUs became available, some researchers took notice of
the raw performance growth path of GPUs and began to explore the use of GPUs
to solve complex parallel problems. DirectX 9 GPUs had been designed only to
match the features required by the graphics API. To access the computational
resources, a programmer had to cast their problem into native graphics
operations. For example, to run many simultaneous instances of a pixel shader, a
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triangle had to be issued to the GPU (with clipping to a rectangle shape if that
was what was desired). Shaders did not have the means to perform arbitrary scatter operations to memory. The only way to write a result to memory was to emit it
as a pixel color value and configure the framebuffer operation stage to write (or
blend, if desired) the result to a two-dimensional framebuffer. Furthermore, the
only way to get a result from one pass of computation to the next was to write all
parallel results to a pixel framebuffer, then use that framebuffer as a texture map
as input to the pixel fragment shader of the next stage of the computation. Mapping general computations to a GPU in this era was quite awkward. Nevertheless,
intrepid researchers demonstrated a handful of useful applications with painstaking efforts. This field was called “GPGPU” for general-purpose computing on
GPUs.

GPU Computing
While developing the Tesla architecture for the GeForce 8800, NVIDIA realized
its potential usefulness would be much greater if programmers could think of the
GPU as a processor. NVIDIA selected a programming approach in which programmers would explicitly declare the data-parallel aspects of their workload.
For the DirectX 10 generation, NVIDIA had already begun work on a highefficiency floating-point and integer processor that could run a variety of simultaneous workloads to support the logical graphics pipeline. This processor was
designed to take advantage of the common case of groups of threads executing
the same code path. NVIDIA added memory load and store instructions with
integer byte addressing to support the requirements of compiled C programs. It
introduced the thread block (cooperative thread array), grid of thread blocks, and
barrier synchronization to dispatch and manage highly parallel computing work.
Atomic memory operations were added. NVIDIA developed the CUDA C/C++
compiler, libraries, and runtime software to enable programmers to readily access
the new data-parallel computation model and develop applications.
To create a vendor-neutral GPU programming language, a large number of
companies are creating compilers for the OpenCL language, which has many of
the features of CUDA but which runs on many more platforms. In 2011, the performance is much higher if you write CUDA code for GPUs than if you write
OpenCL code.
AMD’s acquisition of ATI, the second leading GPU vendor, suggests a spread
of GPU computing. The AMD Fusion architecture, announced just as this edition
was being finished, is an initial merger between traditional GPUs and traditional
CPUs. NVIDIA also announced Project Denver, which combines an ARM scalar
processor with NVIDIA GPUs in a single address space. When these systems are
shipped, it will be interesting to learn just how tightly integrated they are and the
impact of integration on performance and energy of both data parallel and graphics applications.
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The History of Multiprocessors and Parallel Processing
(Chapter 5 and Appendices F, G, and I)
There is a tremendous amount of history in multiprocessors; in this section, we
divide our discussion by both time period and architecture. We start with the
SIMD approach and the Illiac IV. We then turn to a short discussion of some
other early experimental multiprocessors and progress to a discussion of some of
the great debates in parallel processing. Next we discuss the historical roots of
the present multiprocessors and conclude by discussing recent advances.
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SIMD Computers: Attractive Idea, Many Attempts, No Lasting
Successes
The cost of a general multiprocessor is, however, very high and further design
options were considered which would decrease the cost without seriously degrading the power or efficiency of the system. The options consist of recentralizing one
of the three major components…. Centralizing the [control unit] gives rise to the
basic organization of [an] … array processor such as the Illiac IV.
Bouknight et al. [1972]

The SIMD model was one of the earliest models of parallel computing, dating back to the first large-scale multiprocessor, the Illiac IV. The key idea in that
multiprocessor, as in more recent SIMD multiprocessors, is to have a single
instruction that operates on many data items at once, using many functional units.
The earliest ideas on SIMD-style computers are from Unger [1958] and Slotnick, Borck, and McReynolds [1962]. Slotnick’s Solomon design formed the
basis of the Illiac IV, perhaps the most infamous of the supercomputer projects.
Although successful in pushing several technologies that proved useful in later
projects, it failed as a computer. Costs escalated from the $8 million estimate in
1966 to $31 million by 1972, despite construction of only a quarter of the
planned multiprocessor. Actual performance was at best 15 MFLOPS versus initial predictions of 1000 MFLOPS for the full system [Hord 1982]. Delivered to
NASA Ames Research in 1972, the computer took three more years of engineering before it was usable. These events slowed investigation of SIMD, but Danny
Hillis [1985] resuscitated this style in the Connection Machine, which had 65,636
1-bit processors.
Real SIMD computers need to have a mixture of SISD and SIMD instructions. There is an SISD host computer to perform operations such as branches
and address calculations that do not need parallel operation. The SIMD instructions are broadcast to all the execution units, each of which has its own set of registers. For flexibility, individual execution units can be disabled during an SIMD
instruction. In addition, massively parallel SIMD multiprocessors rely on interconnection or communication networks to exchange data between processing
elements.
SIMD works best in dealing with arrays in for loops; hence, to have the
opportunity for massive parallelism in SIMD there must be massive amounts of
data, or data parallelism. SIMD is at its weakest in case statements, where each
execution unit must perform a different operation on its data, depending on what
data it has. The execution units with the wrong data are disabled so that the
proper units can continue. Such situations essentially run at 1/nth performance,
where n is the number of cases.
The basic trade-off in SIMD multiprocessors is performance of a processor
versus number of processors. Recent multiprocessors emphasize a large degree of
parallelism over performance of the individual processors. The Connection Multiprocessor 2, for example, offered 65,536 single-bit-wide processors, while the
Illiac IV had 64 64-bit processors.
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After being resurrected in the 1980s, first by Thinking Machines and then by
MasPar, the SIMD model has once again been put to bed as a general-purpose
multiprocessor architecture, for two main reasons. First, it is too inflexible. A
number of important problems cannot use such a style of multiprocessor, and the
architecture does not scale down in a competitive fashion; that is, small-scale
SIMD multiprocessors often have worse cost-performance compared with that of
the alternatives. Second, SIMD cannot take advantage of the tremendous performance and cost advantages of microprocessor technology. Instead of leveraging
this low-cost technology, designers of SIMD multiprocessors must build custom
processors for their multiprocessors.
Although SIMD computers have departed from the scene as general-purpose
alternatives, this style of architecture will continue to have a role in special-purpose designs. Many special-purpose tasks are highly data parallel and require a
limited set of functional units. Thus, designers can build in support for certain
operations, as well as hardwired interconnection paths among functional units.
Such organizations are often called array processors, and they are useful for such
tasks as image and signal processing.

Other Early Experiments
It is difficult to distinguish the first MIMD multiprocessor. Surprisingly, the first
computer from the Eckert-Mauchly Corporation, for example, had duplicate units
to improve availability. Holland [1959] gave early arguments for multiple processors. Two of the best-documented multiprocessor projects were undertaken in the
1970s at Carnegie Mellon University. The first of these was C.mmp [Wulf and
Bell 1972; Wulf and Harbison 1978], which consisted of 16 PDP-11s connected
by a crossbar switch to 16 memory units. It was among the first multiprocessors
with more than a few processors, and it had a shared-memory programming
model. Much of the focus of the research in the C.mmp project was on software,
especially in the OS area. A later multiprocessor, Cm* [Swan et al. 1977], was a
cluster-based multiprocessor with a distributed memory and a nonuniform access
time. The absence of caches and a long remote access latency made data placement critical. This multiprocessor and a number of application experiments are
well described by Gehringer, Siewiorek, and Segall [1987]. Many of the ideas in
these multiprocessors would be reused in the 1980s when the microprocessor
made it much cheaper to build multiprocessors.

Great Debates in Parallel Processing
The turning away from the conventional organization came in the middle 1960s,
when the law of diminishing returns began to take effect in the effort to increase
the operational speed of a computer . . . . Electronic circuits are ultimately limited
in their speed of operation by the speed of light . . . and many of the circuits were
already operating in the nanosecond range.
Bouknight et al. [1972]
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… sequential computers are approaching a fundamental physical limit on their
potential computational power. Such a limit is the speed of light …
Angel L. DeCegama
The Technology of Parallel Processing, Vol. I (1989)

… today’s multiprocessors … are nearing an impasse as technologies approach
the speed of light. Even if the components of a sequential processor could be made
to work this fast, the best that could be expected is no more than a few million
instructions per second.
David Mitchell
The Transputer: The Time Is Now (1989)

The quotes above give the classic arguments for abandoning the current form
of computing, and Amdahl [1967] gave the classic reply in support of continued
focus on the IBM 360 architecture. Arguments for the advantages of parallel execution can be traced back to the 19th century [Menabrea 1842]! Yet, the effectiveness of the multiprocessor for reducing latency of individual important
programs is still being explored. Aside from these debates about the advantages
and limitations of parallelism, several hot debates have focused on how to build
multiprocessors.
It’s hard to predict the future, yet in 1989 Gordon Bell made two predictions
for 1995. We included these predictions in the first edition of the book, when the
outcome was completely unclear. We discuss them in this section, together with
an assessment of the accuracy of the prediction.
The first was that a computer capable of sustaining a teraFLOPS—one million MFLOPS—would be constructed by 1995, using either a multicomputer
with 4K to 32K nodes or a Connection Multiprocessor with several million processing elements [Bell 1989]. To put this prediction in perspective, each year the
Gordon Bell Prize acknowledges advances in parallelism, including the fastest
real program (highest MFLOPS). In 1989, the winner used an eight-processor
Cray Y-MP to run at 1680 MFLOPS. On the basis of these numbers, multiprocessors and programs would have to have improved by a factor of 3.6 each year for
the fastest program to achieve 1 TFLOPS in 1995. In 1999, the first Gordon Bell
prize winner crossed the 1 TFLOPS bar. Using a 5832-processor IBM RS/6000
SST system designed specially for Livermore Laboratories, they achieved 1.18
TFLOPS on a shock-wave simulation. This ratio represents a year-to-year
improvement of 1.93, which is still quite impressive.
What has become recognized since the 1990s is that, although we may
have the technology to build a TFLOPS multiprocessor, it is not clear that the
machine is cost effective, except perhaps for a few very specialized and critically important applications related to national security. We estimated in 1990
that to achieve 1 TFLOPS would require a machine with about 5000 processors and would cost about $100 million. The 5832-processor IBM system at
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Livermore cost $110 million. As might be expected, improvements in the performance of individual microprocessors both in cost and performance directly
affect the cost and performance of large-scale multiprocessors, but a 5000processor system will cost more than 5000 times the price of a desktop system
using the same processor. Since that time, much faster multiprocessors have
been built, but the major improvements have increasingly come from the processors in the past five years, rather than fundamental breakthroughs in parallel architecture.
The second Bell prediction concerned the number of data streams in supercomputers shipped in 1995. Danny Hillis believed that, although supercomputers
with a small number of data streams may be the best sellers, the biggest multiprocessors would be multiprocessors with many data streams, and these would perform the bulk of the computations. Bell bet Hillis that in the last quarter of
calendar year 1995 more sustained MFLOPS would be shipped in multiprocessors using few data streams (≤100) rather than many data streams (≥1000). This
bet concerned only supercomputers, defined as multiprocessors costing more
than $1 million and used for scientific applications. Sustained MFLOPS was
defined for this bet as the number of floating-point operations per month, so
availability of multiprocessors affects their rating.
In 1989, when this bet was made, it was totally unclear who would win. In
1995, a survey of the current publicly known supercomputers showed only six
multiprocessors in existence in the world with more than 1000 data streams, so
Bell’s prediction was a clear winner. In fact, in 1995, much smaller microprocessor-based multiprocessors (≤20 processors) were becoming dominant. In 1995, a
survey of the 500 highest-performance multiprocessors in use (based on Linpack
ratings), called the TOP500, showed that the largest number of multiprocessors
were bus-based shared-memory multiprocessors! By 2005, various clusters or
multicomputers played a large role. For example, in the top 25 systems, 11 were
custom clusters, such as the IBM Blue Gene system or the Cray XT3; 10 were
clusters of shared-memory multiprocessors (both using distributed and centralized memory); and the remaining 4 were clusters built using PCs with an off-theshelf interconnect.

More Recent Advances and Developments
With the primary exception of the parallel vector multiprocessors (see Appendix G)
and more recently of the IBM Blue Gene design, all other recent MIMD computers have been built from off-the-shelf microprocessors using a bus and logically central memory or an interconnection network and a distributed
memory. A number of experimental multiprocessors built in the 1980s further
refined and enhanced the concepts that form the basis for many of today’s
multiprocessors.
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The Development of Bus-Based Coherent Multiprocessors
Although very large mainframes were built with multiple processors in the 1960s
and 1970s, multiprocessors did not become highly successful until the 1980s.
Bell [1985] suggested that the key was that the smaller size of the microprocessor
allowed the memory bus to replace the interconnection network hardware and
that portable operating systems meant that multiprocessor projects no longer
required the invention of a new operating system. In his paper, Bell defined the
terms multiprocessor and multicomputer and set the stage for two different
approaches to building larger scale multiprocessors.
The first bus-based multiprocessor with snooping caches was the Synapse
N + 1 described by Frank [1984]. Goodman [1983] wrote one of the first papers to
describe snooping caches. The late 1980s saw the introduction of many commercial
bus-based, snooping cache architectures, including the Silicon Graphics 4D/240
[Baskett, Jermoluk, and Solomon 1988], the Encore Multimax [Wilson 1987], and
the Sequent Symmetry [Lovett and Thakkar 1988]. The mid-1980s saw an explosion in the development of alternative coherence protocols, and Archibald and Baer
[1986] provided a good survey and analysis, as well as references to the original
papers. Figure L.2 summarizes several snooping cache coherence protocols and
shows some multiprocessors that have used or are using that protocol.

Name

Protocol type

Memory write policy

Unique feature

Multiprocessors using

Write Once

Write invalidate

Write-back after first write

First snooping protocol
described in literature

Synapse
N+1

Write invalidate

Write-back

Explicit state where
memory is the owner

Synapse multiprocessors;
first cache-coherent
multiprocessors available

Berkeley
(MOESI)

Write invalidate

Write-back

Owned shared state

Berkeley SPUR
multiprocessor; Sun
Enterprise servers

Illinois
(MESI)

Write invalidate

Write-back

Clean private state; can
supply data from any
cache with a clean copy

SGI Power and Challenge
series

“Firefly”

Write broadcast

Write-back when private,
write through when shared

Memory updated on
broadcast

No current
multiprocessors;
SPARCCenter 2000
closest

Figure L.2 Five snooping protocols summarized. Archibald and Baer [1986] use these names to describe the five
protocols, and Eggers [1989] summarizes the similarities and differences as shown in this figure. The Firefly protocol
was named for the experimental DEC Firefly multiprocessor, in which it appeared. The alternative names for
protocols are based on the states they support: M = Modified, E = Exclusive (private clean), S = Shared, I = Invalid,
O = Owner (shared dirty).
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The early 1990s saw the beginning of an expansion of such systems with the
use of very wide, high-speed buses (the SGI Challenge system used a 256-bit,
packet-oriented bus supporting up to 8 processor boards and 32 processors) and
later the use of multiple buses and crossbar interconnects—for example, in the
Sun SPARCCenter and Enterprise systems (Charlesworth [1998] discussed the
interconnect architecture of these multiprocessors). In 2001, the Sun Enterprise
servers represented the primary example of large-scale (>16 processors), symmetric multiprocessors in active use. Today, most bus-based machines offer only four
or so processors and switches, or alternative designs are used for eight or more.

Toward Large-Scale Multiprocessors
In the effort to build large-scale multiprocessors, two different directions were
explored: message-passing multicomputers and scalable shared-memory multiprocessors. Although there had been many attempts to build mesh and hypercube-connected multiprocessors, one of the first multiprocessors to successfully
bring together all the pieces was the Cosmic Cube built at Caltech [Seitz 1985]. It
introduced important advances in routing and interconnect technology and substantially reduced the cost of the interconnect, which helped make the multicomputer viable. The Intel iPSC 860, a hypercube-connected collection of i860s, was
based on these ideas. More recent multiprocessors, such as the Intel Paragon,
have used networks with lower dimensionality and higher individual links. The
Paragon also employed a separate i860 as a communications controller in each
node, although a number of users have found it better to use both i860 processors
for computation as well as communication. The Thinking Multiprocessors CM-5
made use of off-the-shelf microprocessors and a fat tree interconnect (see Appendix F). It provided user-level access to the communication channel, thus significantly improving communication latency. In 1995, these two multiprocessors
represented the state of the art in message-passing multicomputers.
Early attempts at building a scalable shared-memory multiprocessor
include the IBM RP3 [Pfister et al. 1985], the NYU Ultracomputer [Elder
et al. 1985; Schwartz 1980], the University of Illinois Cedar project [Gajksi
et al. 1983], and the BBN Butterfly and Monarch [BBN Laboratories 1986;
Rettberg et al. 1990]. These multiprocessors all provided variations on a
nonuniform distributed-memory model and, hence, are distributed sharedmemory (DSM) multiprocessors, but they did not support cache coherence,
which substantially complicated programming. The RP3 and Ultracomputer
projects both explored new ideas in synchronization (fetch-and-operate) as
well as the idea of combining references in the network. In all four multiprocessors, the interconnect networks turned out to be more costly than the
processing nodes, raising problems for smaller versions of the multiprocessor. The Cray T3D/E (see Arpaci et al. [1995] for an evaluation of the T3D
and Scott [1996] for a description of the T3E enhancements) builds on these
ideas, using a noncoherent shared address space but building on the
advances in interconnect technology developed in the multicomputer
domain (see Scott and Thorson [1996]).
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Extending the shared-memory model with scalable cache coherence was
done by combining a number of ideas. Directory-based techniques for cache
coherence were actually known before snooping cache techniques. In fact, the
first cache coherence protocols actually used directories, as described by Tang
[1976] and implemented in the IBM 3081. Censier and Feautrier [1978]
described a directory coherence scheme with tags in memory. The idea of distributing directories with the memories to obtain a scalable implementation of cache
coherence was first described by Agarwal et al. [1988] and served as the basis for
the Stanford DASH multiprocessor (see Lenoski et al. [1990, 1992]), which was
the first operational cache-coherent DSM multiprocessor. DASH was a “plump”
node cc-NUMA machine that used four-processor SMPs as its nodes, interconnecting them in a style similar to that of Wildfire but using a more scalable twodimensional grid rather than a crossbar for the interconnect.
The Kendall Square Research KSR-1 [Burkhardt et al. 1992] was the first
commercial implementation of scalable coherent shared memory. It extended the
basic DSM approach to implement a concept called cache-only memory architecture (COMA), which makes the main memory a cache. In the KSR-1, memory
blocks could be replicated in the main memories of each node with hardware support to handle the additional coherence requirements for these replicated blocks.
(The KSR-1 was not strictly a pure COMA because it did not migrate the home
location of a data item but always kept a copy at home. Essentially, it implemented only replication.) Many other research proposals [Falsafi and Wood
1997; Hagersten, Landin, and Haridi 1992; Saulsbury et al. 1995; Stenström, Joe,
and Gupta 1992] for COMA-style architectures and similar approaches that
reduce the burden of nonuniform memory access through migration [Chandra et
al. 1994; Soundararajan et al. 1998] were developed, but there have been no further commercial implementations.
The Convex Exemplar implemented scalable coherent shared memory using
a two-level architecture: At the lowest level, eight-processor modules are built
using a crossbar. A ring can then connect up to 32 of these modules, for a total of
256 processors (see Thekkath et al. [1997] for an evaluation). Laudon and
Lenoski [1997] described the SGI Origin, which was first delivered in 1996 and
is closely based on the original Stanford DASH machine, although including a
number of innovations for scalability and ease of programming. Origin uses a bit
vector for the directory structure, which is either 16 or 32 bits long. Each bit represents a node, which consists of two processors; a coarse bit vector representation allows each bit to represent up to 8 nodes for a total of 1024 processors. As
Galles [1996] described, a high-performance fat hypercube is used for the global
interconnect. Hristea, Lenoski, and Keen [1997] have provided a thorough evaluation of the performance of the Origin memory system.
Several research prototypes were undertaken to explore scalable coherence
with and without multithreading. These include the MIT Alewife machine [Agarwal et al. 1995] and the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor [Gibson et al. 2000;
Kuskin et al. 1994].
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Clusters
Clusters were probably “invented” in the 1960s by customers who could not fit all
their work on one computer or who needed a backup machine in case of failure of
the primary machine [Pfister 1998]. Tandem introduced a 16-node cluster in 1975.
Digital followed with VAX clusters, introduced in 1984. They were originally independent computers that shared I/O devices, requiring a distributed operating system
to coordinate activity. Soon they had communication links between computers, in
part so that the computers could be geographically distributed to increase availability in case of a disaster at a single site. Users log onto the cluster and are unaware of
which machine they are running on. DEC (now HP) sold more than 25,000 clusters
by 1993. Other early companies were Tandem (now HP) and IBM (still IBM).
Today, virtually every company has cluster products. Most of these products are
aimed at availability, with performance scaling as a secondary benefit.
Scientific computing on clusters emerged as a competitor to MPPs. In 1993, the
Beowulf project started with the goal of fulfilling NASA’s desire for a 1 GFLOPS
computer for under $50,000. In 1994, a 16-node cluster built from off-the-shelf PCs
using 80486s achieved that goal [Bell and Gray 2001]. This emphasis led to a variety of software interfaces to make it easier to submit, coordinate, and debug large
programs or a large number of independent programs.
Efforts were made to reduce latency of communication in clusters as well as to
increase bandwidth, and several research projects worked on that problem. (One
commercial result of the low-latency research was the VI interface standard, which
has been embraced by Infiniband, discussed below.) Low latency then proved useful in other applications. For example, in 1997 a cluster of 100 UltraSPARC desktop computers at the University of California–Berkeley, connected by 160 MB/sec
per link Myrinet switches, was used to set world records in database sort—sorting
8.6 GB of data originally on disk in 1 minute—and in cracking an encrypted
message—taking just 3.5 hours to decipher a 40-bit DES key.
This research project, called Network of Workstations [Anderson, Culler, and
Patterson 1995], also developed the Inktomi search engine, which led to a startup company with the same name. Google followed the example of Inktomi to
build search engines from clusters of desktop computers rather large-scale SMPs,
which was the strategy of the leading search engine Alta Vista that Google overtook [Brin and Page 1998]. In 2011, nearly all Internet services rely on clusters to
serve their millions of customers.
Clusters are also very popular with scientists. One reason is their low cost, so
individual scientists or small groups can own a cluster dedicated to their programs. Such clusters can get results faster than waiting in the long job queues of
the shared MPPs at supercomputer centers, which can stretch to weeks. For those
interested in learning more, Pfister [1998] wrote an entertaining book on clusters.

Recent Trends in Large-Scale Multiprocessors
In the mid- to late 1990s, it became clear that the hoped for growth in the market
for ultralarge-scale parallel computing was unlikely to occur. Without this market
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growth, it became increasingly clear that the high-end parallel computing market
could not support the costs of highly customized hardware and software designed
for a small market. Perhaps the most important trend to come out of this observation was that clustering would be used to reach the highest levels of performance.
There are now four general classes of large-scale multiprocessors:
■

Clusters that integrate standard desktop motherboards using interconnection
technology such as Myrinet or Infiniband.

■

Multicomputers built from standard microprocessors configured into processing elements and connected with a custom interconnect. These include the Cray
XT3 (which used an earlier version of Cray interconnect with a simple cluster
architecture) and IBM Blue Gene (more on this unique machine momentarily).

■

Clusters of small-scale shared-memory computers, possibly with vector support, which includes the Earth Simulator (which has its own journal available
online).

■

Large-scale shared-memory multiprocessors, such as the Cray X1 [Dunigan
et al. 2005] and SGI Origin and Altix systems. The SGI systems have also
been configured into clusters to provide more than 512 processors, although
only message passing is supported across the clusters.

The IBM Blue Gene is the most interesting of these designs since its rationale
parallels the underlying causes of the recent trend toward multicore in uniprocessor architectures. Blue Gene started as a research project within IBM aimed at the
protein sequencing and folding problem. The Blue Gene designers observed that
power was becoming an increasing concern in large-scale multiprocessors and
that the performance/watt of processors from the embedded space was much better that those in the high-end uniprocessor space. If parallelism was the route to
high performance, why not start with the most efficient building block and simply have more of them?
Thus, Blue Gene is constructed using a custom chip that includes an embedded PowerPC microprocessor offering half the performance of a high-end PowerPC, but at a much smaller fraction of the area of power. This allows more
system functions, including the global interconnect, to be integrated onto the
same die. The result is a highly replicable and efficient building block, allowing
Blue Gene to reach much larger processor counts more efficiently. Instead of
using stand-alone microprocessors or standard desktop boards as building blocks,
Blue Gene uses processor cores. There is no doubt that such an approach provides much greater efficiency. Whether the market can support the cost of a customized design and special software remains an open question.
In 2006, a Blue Gene processor at Lawrence Livermore with 32K processors
(and scheduled to go to 65K in late 2005) holds a factor of 2.6 lead in Linpack
performance over the third-place system consisting of 20 SGI Altix 512-processor
systems interconnected with Infiniband as a cluster.
Blue Gene’s predecessor was an experimental machine, QCDOD, which pioneered the concept of a machine using a lower-power embedded microprocessor
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and tightly integrated interconnect to drive down the cost and power consumption
of a node.

Developments in Synchronization and Consistency Models
A wide variety of synchronization primitives have been proposed for sharedmemory multiprocessors. Mellor-Crummey and Scott [1991] provided an overview of the issues as well as efficient implementations of important primitives,
such as locks and barriers. An extensive bibliography supplies references to other
important contributions, including developments in spin locks, queuing locks,
and barriers. Lamport [1979] introduced the concept of sequential consistency
and what correct execution of parallel programs means. Dubois, Scheurich, and
Briggs [1988] introduced the idea of weak ordering (originally in 1986). In 1990,
Adve and Hill provided a better definition of weak ordering and also defined the
concept of data-race-free; at the same conference, Gharachorloo and his colleagues [1990] introduced release consistency and provided the first data on the
performance of relaxed consistency models. More relaxed consistency models
have been widely adopted in microprocessor architectures, including the Sun
SPARC, Alpha, and IA-64. Adve and Gharachorloo [1996] have provided an
excellent tutorial on memory consistency and the differences among these
models.

Other References
The concept of using virtual memory to implement a shared address space among
distinct machines was pioneered in Kai Li’s Ivy system in 1988. There have been
subsequent papers exploring hardware support issues, software mechanisms, and
programming issues. Amza et al. [1996] described a system built on workstations
using a new consistency model, Kontothanassis et al. [1997] described a software
shared-memory scheme using remote writes, and Erlichson et al. [1996]
described the use of shared virtual memory to build large-scale multiprocessors
using SMPs as nodes.
There is an almost unbounded amount of information on multiprocessors and
multicomputers: Conferences, journal papers, and even books seem to appear
faster than any single person can absorb the ideas. No doubt many of these papers
will go unnoticed—not unlike the past. Most of the major architecture conferences
contain papers on multiprocessors. An annual conference, Supercomputing XY
(where X and Y are the last two digits of the year), brings together users, architects,
software developers, and vendors, and the proceedings are published in book, CDROM, and online (see www.scXY.org) form. Two major journals, Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing and the IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, contain papers on all aspects of parallel processing. Several books
focusing on parallel processing are included in the following references, with
Culler, Singh, and Gupta [1999] being the most recent, large-scale effort. For
years, Eugene Miya of NASA Ames Research Center has collected an online bibliography of parallel-processing papers. The bibliography, which now contains
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more than 35,000 entries, is available online at liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/
Parallel/Eugene/index.html.
In addition to documenting the discovery of concepts now used in practice,
these references also provide descriptions of many ideas that have been explored
and found wanting, as well as ideas whose time has just not yet come. Given the
move toward multicore and multiprocessors as the future of high-performance
computer architecture, we expect that many new approaches will be explored in
the years ahead. A few of them will manage to solve the hardware and software
problems that have been the key to using multiprocessing for the past 40 years!
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L.8

The Development of Clusters (Chapter 6)
In this section, we cover the development of clusters that were the foundation of
warehouse-scale computers (WSCs) and of utility computing. (Readers interested in learning more should start with Barroso and Hölzle [2009] and the blog
postings and talks of James Hamilton at http://perspectives.mvdirona.com.)

Clusters, the Forerunner of WSCs
Clusters were probably “invented” in the 1960s by customers who could not fit
all their work on one computer or who needed a backup machine in case of failure of the primary machine [Pfister 1998]. Tandem introduced a 16-node cluster
in 1975. Digital followed with VAX clusters, introduced in 1984. They were originally independent computers that shared I/O devices, requiring a distributed
operating system to coordinate activity. Soon they had communication links
between computers, in part so that the computers could be geographically distributed to increase availability in case of a disaster at a single site. Users log onto the
cluster and are unaware of which machine they are running on. DEC (now HP)
sold more than 25,000 clusters by 1993. Other early companies were Tandem
(now HP) and IBM (still IBM). Today, virtually every company has cluster products. Most of these products are aimed at availability, with performance scaling
as a secondary benefit.
Scientific computing on clusters emerged as a competitor to MPPs. In 1993, the
Beowulf project started with the goal of fulfilling NASA’s desire for a 1 GFLOPS
computer for under $50,000. In 1994, a 16-node cluster built from off-the-shelf PCs
using 80486s achieved that goal [Bell and Gray 2001]. This emphasis led to a
variety of software interfaces to make it easier to submit, coordinate, and debug
large programs or a large number of independent programs.
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Efforts were made to reduce latency of communication in clusters as well as
to increase bandwidth, and several research projects worked on that problem.
(One commercial result of the low-latency research was the VI interface standard, which has been embraced by Infiniband, discussed below.) Low latency
then proved useful in other applications. For example, in 1997 a cluster of 100
UltraSPARC desktop computers at the University of California–Berkeley, connected by 160 MB/sec per link Myrinet switches, was used to set world records
in database sort—sorting 8.6 GB of data originally on disk in 1 minute—and in
cracking an encrypted message—taking just 3.5 hours to decipher a 40-bit
DES key.
This research project, called Network of Workstations [Anderson, Culler, and
Patterson 1995], also developed the Inktomi search engine, which led to a startup company with the same name. Eric Brewer led the Inktomi effort at Berkeley
and then at the company to demonstrate the use of commodity hardware to build
computing infrastructure for Internet services. Using standardized networks
within a rack of PC servers gave Inktomi better scalability. In contrast, the strategy of the prior leading search engine Alta Vista was to build from large-scale
SMPs. Compared to the high-performance computing work in clusters, the
emphasis was on a relatively large number of low-cost nodes and a clear programming model. Hence, the NOW project and Inktomi are considered the foundation of WSCs and Cloud Computing. Google followed the example of Inktomi
technology when it took the leading search engine mantle from Inktomi just as
Inktomi had taken it from Alta Vista [Brin and Page 1998]. (Google’s initial
innovation was search quality; the WSC innovations came much later.) For many
years now, all Internet services have relied on cluster technology to serve their
millions of customers.

Utility Computing, the Forerunner of Cloud Computing
As stated in the text, the earliest version of utility computing was timesharing.
Although timesharing faded away over time with the creation of smaller and
cheaper personal computers, in the last decade there have been many less than
fully successful attempts to resuscitate utility computing. Sun began selling time
on Sun Cloud at $1 per hour in 2000, HP offered a Utility Data Center in 2001,
and Intel tried selling time on internal supercomputers in the early 2000s.
Although they were commercially available, few customers used them.
A related topic is grid computing, which was originally invented so that
scientific programs could be run across geographically distributed computing
facilities. At the time, some questioned the wisdom of this goal, setting aside
how difficult it would be to achieve. Grid computing tended to require very large
systems running very large programs, using multiple datacenters for the tasks.
Single applications did not really run well when geographically distributed,
given the long latencies inherent with long distance. This first step eventually
led to some conventions for data access, but the grid computing community did
not develop APIs that were useful beyond the high-performance computing
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community, so the cloud computing effort shares little code or history with grid
computing.
Armbrust et al [2009] argued that, once the Internet service companies solved
the operational problems to work at large scale, the significant economies of
scale that they uncovered brought their costs down below those of smaller datacenters. Amazon recognized that if this cost advantage was true then Amazon
should be able to make a profit selling this service. In 2006, Amazon announced
Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) at $0.10 per hour per instance. The subsequent
popularity of EC2 led other Internet companies to offer cloud computing services, such as Google App Engine and Microsoft Azure, albeit at higher abstraction levels than the x86 virtual machines of Amazon Web Services. Hence, the
current popularity of pay-as-you go computing isn’t because someone recently
came up with the idea; it’s because the technology and business models have
aligned so that companies can make money offering a service that many people
want to use. Time will tell whether there will be many successful utility computing models or whether the industry will converge around a single standard. It will
certainly be interesting to watch.

Containers
In the fall of 2003, many people were thinking about using containers to hold
servers. Brewster Kahle, director and founder of the Internet Archive, gave talks
about how he could fit the whole archive in a single 40-foot container. His interest was making copies of the Archive and distributing it around the world to
ensure its survivability, thereby avoiding the fate of the Library of Alexandria
that was destroyed by fire in 48 B.C.E. People working with Kahle wrote a white
paper based on his talk in November 2003 to get more detail about what a container design would look like.
That same year, engineers at Google were also looking at building datacenters using containers and submitted a patent on aspects of it in December 2003.
The first container for a datacenter was delivered in January 2005, and Google
received the patent in October 2007. Google publicly revealed the use of containers in April 2009.
Greg Papadopolous of Sun Microsystems and Danny Hillis of Applied
Minds heard Kahle’s talk and designed a product called the Sun Modular Datacenter that debuted in October 2006. (The project code name was Black Box, a
term many people still use.) This half-length (20-foot) container could hold 280
servers. This product release combined with Microsoft’s announcement that
they were building a datacenter designed to hold 220 40-foot containers
inspired many other companies to offer containers and servers designed to be
placed in them.
In a nice turn of events, in 2009 the Internet Archive migrated its data to a
Sun Modular Datacenter. A copy of the Internet Archive is now at the New
Library of Alexandria in Egypt, near the site of the original library.
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The History of Magnetic Storage, RAID, and I/O Buses
(Appendix D)
Mass storage is a term used there to imply a unit capacity in excess of one million
alphanumeric characters …
Hoagland [1963]

The variety of storage I/O and issues leads to a varied history for the rest of the
story. (Smotherman [1989] explored the history of I/O in more depth.) This section discusses magnetic storage, RAID, and I/O buses and controllers. Jain
[1991] and Lazowska et al. [1984] are books for those interested in learning more
about queuing theory.

Magnetic Storage
Magnetic recording was invented to record sound, and by 1941 magnetic tape
was able to compete with other storage devices. It was the success of the ENIAC
in 1947 that led to the push to use tapes to record digital information. Reels of
magnetic tapes dominated removable storage through the 1970s. In the 1980s, the
IBM 3480 cartridge became the de facto standard, at least for mainframes. It can
transfer at 3 MB/sec by reading 18 tracks in parallel. The capacity is just 200 MB
for this 1/2-inch tape. The 9840 cartridge, used by StorageTek in the PowderHorn, transfers at 10 MB/sec and stores 20,000 MB. This device records the
tracks in a zigzag fashion rather than just longitudinally, so that the head reverses
direction to follow the track. This technique is called serpentine recording.
Another 1/2-inch tape is Digital Linear Tape; the DLT7000 stores 35,000 MB and
transfers at 5 MB/sec. Its competitor is helical scan, which rotates the head to get
the increased recording density. In 2001, the 8-mm helical-scan tapes contain
20,000 MB and transfer at about 3 MB/sec. Whatever their density and cost, the
serial nature of tapes creates an appetite for storage devices with random access.
In 1953, Reynold B. Johnson of IBM picked a staff of 15 scientists with the
goal of building a radically faster random access storage system than tape. The
goal was to have the storage equivalent of 50,000 standard IBM punch cards and
to fetch the data in a single second. Johnson’s disk drive design was simple but
untried: The magnetic read/write sensors would have to float a few thousandths of
an inch above the continuously rotating disk. Twenty-four months later the team
emerged with the functional prototype. It weighed 1 ton and occupied about 300
cubic feet of space. The RAMAC-350 (Random Access Method of Accounting
Control) used 50 platters that were 24 inches in diameter, rotated at 1200 RPM,
with a total capacity of 5 MB and an access time of 1 second.
Starting with the RAMAC, IBM maintained its leadership in the disk industry, with its storage headquarters in San Jose, California, where Johnson’s team
did its work. Many of the future leaders of competing disk manufacturers started
their careers at IBM, and many disk companies are located near San Jose.
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Although RAMAC contained the first disk, a major breakthrough in magnetic
recording was found in later disks with air-bearing read/write heads, where the
head would ride on a cushion of air created by the fast-moving disk surface. This
cushion meant the head could both follow imperfections in the surface and yet be
very close to the surface. Subsequent advances have come largely from improved
quality of components and higher precision. In 2001, heads flew 2 to 3 microinches above the surface, whereas in the RAMAC drive they were 1000 microinches away.
Moving-head disks quickly became the dominant high-speed magnetic storage, although their high cost meant that magnetic tape continued to be used
extensively until the 1970s. The next important development for hard disks was
the removable hard disk drive developed by IBM in 1962; this made it possible to
share the expensive drive electronics and helped disks overtake tapes as the preferred storage medium. The IBM 1311 disk in 1962 had an areal density of
50,000 bits per square inch and a cost of about $800 per megabyte. IBM also
invented the floppy disk drive in 1970, originally to hold microcode for the IBM
370 series. Floppy disks became popular with the PC about 10 years later.
The second major disk breakthrough was the so-called Winchester disk
design in about 1973. Winchester disks benefited from two related properties.
First, integrated circuits lowered the costs of not only CPUs but also of disk controllers and the electronics to control disk arms. Reductions in the cost of the disk
electronics made it unnecessary to share the electronics and thus made nonremovable disks economical. Since the disk was fixed and could be in a sealed
enclosure, both the environmental and control problems were greatly reduced.
Sealing the system allowed the heads to fly closer to the surface, which in turn
enabled increases in areal density. The first sealed disk that IBM shipped had two
spindles, each with a 30 MB disk; the moniker “30-30” for the disk led to the
name Winchester. (America’s most popular sporting rifle, the Winchester 94, was
nicknamed the “30-30” after the caliber of its cartridge.) Winchester disks grew
rapidly in popularity in the 1980s, completely replacing removable disks by the
middle of that decade. Before this time, the cost of the electronics to control the
disk meant that the media had to be removable.
As mentioned in Appendix D, as DRAMs started to close the areal density
gap and appeared to be catching up with disk storage, internal meetings at IBM
called into question the future of disk drives. Disk designers concluded that disks
must improve at 60% per year to forestall the DRAM threat, in contrast to the
historical 29% per year. The essential enabler was magnetoresistive heads, with
giant magnetoresistive heads enabling the current densities. Because of this competition, the gap in time between when a density record is achieved in the lab and
when a disk is shipped with that density has closed considerably.
The personal computer created a market for small form factor (SFF) disk
drives, since the 14-inch disk drives used in mainframes were bigger than the PC.
In 2006, the 3.5-inch drive was the market leader, although the smaller 2.5-inch
drive required for laptop computers was significant in sales volume. It remains to
be seen whether handheld devices such as iPODs or video cameras, which
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require even smaller disks, will remain significant in sales volume. For example,
1.8-inch drives were developed in the early 1990s for palmtop computers, but
that market chose Flash instead and 1.8-inch drives disappeared.

RAID
The SFF hard disks for PCs in the 1980s led a group at Berkeley to propose
redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID). This group had worked on the
reduced instruction set computer effort and so expected much faster CPUs to
become available. They asked: What could be done with the small disks that
accompanied their PCs? and What could be done in the area of I/O to keep up
with much faster processors? They argued to replace one mainframe drive with
50 small drives to gain much greater performance from that many independent
arms. The many small drives even offered savings in power consumption and
floor space. The downside of many disks was much lower mean time to failure
(MTTF). Hence, on their own they reasoned out the advantages of redundant
disks and rotating parity to address how to get greater performance with many
small drives yet have reliability as high as that of a single mainframe disk.
The problem they experienced when explaining their ideas was that some
researchers had heard of disk arrays with some form of redundancy, and they
didn’t understand the Berkeley proposal. Hence, the first RAID paper [Patterson,
Gibson, and Katz 1987] is not only a case for arrays of SFF disk drives but also
something of a tutorial and classification of existing work on disk arrays. Mirroring (RAID 1) had long been used in fault-tolerant computers such as those sold
by Tandem. Thinking Machines had arrays with 32 data disks and 7 check disks
using ECC for correction (RAID 2) in 1987, and Honeywell Bull had a RAID 2
product even earlier. Also, disk arrays with a single parity disk had been used in
scientific computers in the same time frame (RAID 3). Their paper then
described a single parity disk with support for sector accesses (RAID 4) and
rotated parity (RAID 5). Chen et al. [1994] surveyed the original RAID ideas,
commercial products, and more recent developments.
Unknown to the Berkeley group, engineers at IBM working on the AS/400
computer also came up with rotated parity to give greater reliability for a collection of large disks. IBM filed a patent on RAID 5 before the Berkeley group
wrote their paper. Patents for RAID 1, RAID 2, and RAID 3 from several companies predate the IBM RAID 5 patent, which has led to plenty of courtroom
action.
The Berkeley paper was written before the World Wide Web, but it captured
the imagination of many engineers, as copies were faxed around the world. One
engineer at what is now Seagate received seven copies of the paper from friends
and customers. EMC had been a supplier of DRAM boards for IBM computers,
but around 1988 new policies from IBM made it nearly impossible for EMC to
continue to sell IBM memory boards. Apparently, the Berkeley paper also
crossed the desks of EMC executives, and they decided to go after the market
dominated by IBM disk storage products instead. As the paper advocated, their
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model was to use many small drives to compete with mainframe drives, and EMC
announced a RAID product in 1990. It relied on mirroring (RAID 1) for reliability; RAID 5 products came much later for EMC. Over the next year, Micropolis
offered a RAID 3 product, Compaq offered a RAID 4 product, and Data General,
IBM, and NCR offered RAID 5 products.
The RAID ideas soon spread to the rest of the workstation and server industry. An article explaining RAID in Byte magazine (see Anderson [1990]) led to
RAID products being offered on desktop PCs, which was something of a surprise
to the Berkeley group. They had focused on performance with good availability,
but higher availability was attractive to the PC market.
Another surprise was the cost of the disk arrays. With redundant power supplies and fans, the ability to “hot swap” a disk drive, the RAID hardware controller itself, the redundant disks, and so on, the first disk arrays cost many times the
cost of the disks. Perhaps as a result, the “inexpensive” in RAID morphed into
“independent.” Many marketing departments and technical writers today know of
RAID only as “redundant arrays of independent disks.”
The EMC transformation was successful; in 2006, EMC was the leading supplier of storage systems, and NetApp was the leading supplier of NetworkAttached Storage systems. RAID was a $30 billion industry in 2006, and more
than 80% of the non-PC drive sales were found in RAIDs. In recognition of their
role, in 1999 Garth Gibson, Randy Katz, and David Patterson received the IEEE
Reynold B. Johnson Information Storage Award “for the development of Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID).”

I/O Buses and Controllers
The ubiquitous microprocessor inspired not only the personal computers of the
1970s but also the trend in the late 1980s and 1990s of moving controller functions into I/O devices. I/O devices have continued this trend by moving controllers into the devices themselves. These devices are called intelligent devices, and
some bus standards (e.g., SCSI) have been created specifically for them. Intelligent devices can relax the timing constraints by handling many low-level tasks
themselves and queuing the results. For example, many SCSI-compatible disk
drives include a track buffer on the disk itself, supporting read ahead and connect/
disconnect. Thus, on a SCSI string some disks can be seeking and others loading
their track buffer while one is transferring data from its buffer over the SCSI bus.
The controller in the original RAMAC, built from vacuum tubes, only needed to
move the head over the desired track, wait for the data to pass under the head, and
transfer data with calculated parity. SCSI, which stands for small computer systems interface, is an example of one company inventing a bus and generously
encouraging other companies to build devices that would plug into it. Shugart
created this bus, originally called SASI. It was later standardized by the IEEE.
There have been several candidates to be the successor to SCSI, with the current leading contender being Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL). The SCSI
committee continues to increase the clock rate of the bus, giving this standard a
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new life, and SCSI is lasting much longer than some of its proposed successors.
With the creation of serial interfaces for SCSI (“Serial Attach SCSI”) and ATA
(“Serial ATA”), they may have very long lives.
Perhaps the first multivendor bus was the PDP-11 Unibus in 1970 from DEC.
Alas, this open-door policy on buses is in contrast to companies with proprietary
buses using patented interfaces, thereby preventing competition from plugcompatible vendors. Making a bus proprietary also raises costs and lowers the
number of available I/O devices that plug into it, since such devices must have an
interface designed just for that bus. The PCI bus pushed by Intel represented a
return to open, standard I/O buses inside computers. Its immediate successor is
PCI-X, with Infiniband under development in 2000. Both were standardized by
multicompany trade associations.
The machines of the RAMAC era gave us I/O interrupts as well as storage
devices. The first machine to extend interrupts from detecting arithmetic abnormalities to detecting asynchronous I/O events is credited as the NBS DYSEAC in
1954 [Leiner and Alexander 1954]. The following year, the first machine with
DMA was operational, the IBM SAGE. Just as today’s DMA has, the SAGE had
address counters that performed block transfers in parallel with CPU operations.
The early IBM 360s pioneered many of the ideas that we use in I/O systems
today. The 360 was the first commercial machine to make heavy use of DMA,
and it introduced the notion of I/O programs that could be interpreted by the
device. Chaining of I/O programs was an important feature. The concept of channels introduced in the 360 corresponds to the I/O bus of today.
Myer and Sutherland [1968] wrote a classic paper on the trade-off of complexity and performance in I/O controllers. Borrowing the religious concept of
the “wheel of reincarnation,” they eventually noticed they were caught in a loop
of continuously increasing the power of an I/O processor until it needed its own
simpler coprocessor. Their quote in Appendix D captures their cautionary tale.
The IBM mainframe I/O channels, with their I/O processors, can be thought
of as an inspiration for Infiniband, with their processors on their Host Channel
Adaptor cards.
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